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Rtatpmpnt of thp Prn-jp»rt;

Five-Step Writing Process; A project for grades two through six
has been developed as a supplemental program that can be iirplemented in

a self-contained classroom. The process is developed to reinforce and
inprove the writing skills of the children. The main eirphasis of the

program is to provide a consistent, systematic instruction in the
writing cycle.

Procedure:

The program is inplemented through a five-step process that works
nicely with the regular school week. The students receive writing

instruction in a safe, positive environment.
The five steps to the writing process are prewriting, rough draft,

revision, proofreading and publishing. The students learn that writing
is a process and that their first draft can be ixproved.

The effectiveness of the program will be evaluated by the teacher
on an ongoing basis. Teacher c^servation, writing saitples, attitude
surveys, and standardized tests will be evaluated to assess student
progress.

rnnnlii.ciinnR;

Ihe author of this project believes that the iirprovement of student
writing requires the teaching of effective writing strategies and

consistency. Bie teaching of writing is developmental and should begin
at the primary level, it should not be the conplete responsibility of

secondary English teachers. As teachers, the najor responsibility is to
not only teach children to listen, speak and read, but to also

coninunicate through writing.
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Goals and (SDjectives

Ohe roajor goal of this project is to design a writing process
curriculum that all teachers in grade levels two tiirough six can
inplement in their self-contained classrooms,

Ihe objectives established for the first goal are:

1) The students will understand writing as a process with stress
on the inportance of writing.

2) ihe teacher will teach writing consistently in order to iitprove
and reinforce students' writing.

The second goal of this project is that the writing process will
effectively develop, ntprove and reinforce students' writing skills at

an early age, through a five-step writing curriculum. Ohe steps are
prewriting, rough draft, revision, proofreading and publishing.

The objectives established for the second goal are:
1) Prewriting activities will provide for visual, auditory,
kinesthetic, and five senses skills.

2) Prewriting activities will allow for student experiences.

3) Students will understand how to select a topic, organize the
topic and write confidently with less anxiety.

4) In writing the rough draft, the Students will understand how to
get their thoughts flowing on the paper as fast as they can.

5) During the rough draft stage, the children will know that
mechanics, spelling and gramtar are not evaluated until a later time.

6) Through peer conferencing, teacher conferencing and rereading.

the diildren will realize that at the revision stage, rethinking,

reshaping, style, rearrangements and graintnar can inprove their ideas and
organization.

7) Ohrough several proofreading strategies, children will
understand that spelling and punctuation can be corrected by themselves

or with little help from the teacher and peers.
8) At the publishing/sharing stage, the children will understand

that their writing was done for a purpose.
9) By polishing the stories into final form, the children will

gain satisfaction in sharing their stories with an audience.

The third goal of this project is that a risk-taking environment

must be developed where the children can take ownership of their writing
and feel enthusiastic about the process.

The established objectives for the third goal are:
1) The teacher needs to make positive, specific comments about

children's writing.
2) The teacher must be willing to take risks herself to motivate
student writing.

The fourth goal of this project is that other writing activities
can be taught in addition to the five-step writing process, and are also
very valuable in the classroom.

The objectives for the fourth goal are:

1) The students can write in daily journals to help develop a more
personal relationship witii the teacher.

2) The teacher will set up a Creative Writing Center in one area

of the classroom with a variety of motivating, extra credit writing
assignments.

3) Students should have writing experiences in the four doitains
which will be provided later on in the project.
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Intrcx3uction

Biis author became very interested in the writing process three
years ago, by accepting a fourth grade position at a private school in

Florida. Ihe school was using the Open Court Reading series which
eirphasizes writing through a Coirposition Cycle, By teaching the

process, this writer found an amazing difference in reading and writing
skills between the stuSents who had been using the Cycle since

kindergarten, as conpared to the students who were new and had not been
using the process, TSiere was also a significant amount of iirprovement
over one year with the children in the author's class.

After teaching this process, this writer decided to adapt it and

teach a five-step process during the 1985-86 school year. This project
will explain the steps, ideas and research that was found to support the
process.

Nearly every writer feels anxiety when asked to write something.
Facing a blank piece of paper is a frightening experience. The same

feeling was experienced while sitting down to write this project. There
are ways to overcome this fear and techniques to approaching writing,

These are skills that a writing process will teach. By teaching a
process at an early age, children realize that writing is not just a

first draft and that there are steps to inproving their written
language,

Tteachers need to be ready for a few weeks of chaos vrtien starting

the process. It will not last long^ anything new is an adjustment for

children. Ilhe xmportant thing to do is to stop the old approach and
enthusiastically start the new one.

Jan Turbill points out some of the problems commonly encountered by
teachers who are just starting this approach (Turbill, 1984);
1) Children who do not know what to write.
2)

An increase in the noise level.

3) Children tend to talk more about writing than actually
writing.

4) Children not knowing how to edit their work.
5) Too many children clamoring for conferences.

6) Children who depend on teacher approval before moving on.
7) An apparent decline in the quality of writing as quantity
increases.

Eventually, all of these problems decrease and writing improves.
Ihat outcome makes the earlier stresses seem unimportant.
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Rationale

Writing is a process* It is one of the inost conplicated processes
people learn. Writing is an effort to make a message clear. A first

draft can not achieve this; writers need time to think about what is to
be written, to make decisions and to revise. This way, a story can be

understood and receive a positive response from its readers. If the
schools teach diildren the proper steps to writing from the time they

enter school, the high school English teachers can acccmoplish more. If
a writing background is developed at an early age, the students have an

idea as to how to write when they are older.
colleges have become concerned because so many incoming freshmen

are unable to produce writing. Karen Branan states that last year more
than half of the ninth graders in Maryland failed a functional writing
test. Branan also found that high school students spend less than 3% of
their school day writing anything longer than a paragraph. One other

fact Brahan cites is that colleges have been forced to set 15) remedial
reading and writing classes for entering freshmen (Branan, 1984).

Listening, speaking, reading and writing are the four processes of
language. Biese skills are usually learned by children in the above

order. Listening and ^)eaking work simultaneously and so should reading
and writing. Children learn to speak by listening and talking, by

participating in conversations. Feedback is given and the children
discover that they have coirmunicated effectively. If a child can write.
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she can read. Ihe school's role in the writing process is to respond

with positive feedback, not by correcting errors. When teachers correct
mechanics, the children learn that meaning is not the most iitportant

aspect to writing. Ihe need for correct conventions should come before
publishing.

Writing often gets left out of a curriculum. Many teachers feel
uncomfortable teaching writing. This is possibly because they believe

their own writing skills are limited or because few teachers have had
instruction on how to approach the teaching of writing. Ihese

instructors' only models were the teachers who taught them and their
models were their teachers (Atwell, 1985).

Uiose teachers who lave not been instructed in teaching a writing
process, teach their students by having them write a story, the teacher

then corrects and evaluates it by writing all over the paper and
finally, the students recopy them. This author is guilty of that style

during her first two years of teaching because this was the way I had
been taught. Correcting and evaluating in the above way causes so much

fear and threatens children's confidence as writers. As Linda M. Rief
puts it, "Putting words on paper is as frightening as climbing over the

edge of a cliff" (Rief, 1984). It is very defeating to a child to
receive a paper back with all of her thoughts on it, slashed with red

marks and circles. Children need to feel comfortable taking risks,
otherwise little can be learned. A student cannot learn by watching

from the sidelines, but must be a participant. When teachers expect
children to produce correct, exact language, this places unnecessary
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stress on the language users. If this pressure becomes too great, the
writer stops taking risks (Newman, 1984).
As teachers, we have a large responsibility to turn children on to

writing and to establish a supportive, positive environment. Ihis
environment must be one where the children want to write and are allowed

to be owners of their work. This author has faind that variety is the
key to successful writing instruction. There is no one way to teach

children to appreciate writing. Teachers need to constantly search for
creative and motivating ideas. If a teacher is enthusiastic about

writing, her students will be also. Children should write about their
own topics. Experience-based writing provides the natural context for
learning to write (Wilson, 1981).

Children do not need to be told how to write, they must be shown.
Teachers need to write with their classes.

Children like to know that

the teacher can have problems choosing a topic. If the teacher models
this, students cfeserve techniques in overcoming these problems. When
the instructor writes, students become better writers. Children need to
see the revision and editing process modeled for them aixS it should be

done with the teacher's own draft.

When teachers write and share in the same writing assignment
as the students, the writing process becomes visible to the

students. Ihe starts and restarts. The scratching out.
The deletions and insertions. Eventually the correcting of

mechanics and spelling. Hie students see these processes as
we actually experience them (Susi, 1984).
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Every time an adult allows children to see them writing for a specific

reason, they are inviting children into the process.
Reading and writing can be integrated because while writing,

children read continuously to hear the sounds of their language, to see
what they have written, to regain momentum, to reorient themselves, to

find gaps, to evaluate and to edit (Calkins, 1983). Several researchers
feel reading and writing are related because they both involve the

structuring of meaning (Lehr, 1981). What really counts in both reading
and writing is the message. As the students write and rewrite, they

talk, select main ideas, organize, adjust and sequence, reach toward
inference, find cause and effect and develop conclusions (Calkins,
1983).

In writing, the author is allowed to be or become whatever her

imagination can create. By teaching children to write, we not only give
them another form of language and ccmmunication, but we allow them to
gain personal discovery and search for their own identity. Written

words are long-lasting records of ourselves, and it clarifies our
thinking. Writing should also be done to gain audience attention,

therefore a person is writing for a reason. Children learn best when
they know their writing reflects a real need to coiimunicate (Staab,
1985).

The intent of this project is to explain how this teacher decided
to address the pr<±)lem of students' writing abilities. This paper will

discuss a five-step writing process that all teachers in a
self-contained situation can incorporate. The curriculum is designed
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for daily practice in grades two through six, but ideas for adaptations

to other levels will be addressed later in this project.
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Curriculum Features

liiis section of the project will detail how a teacher in grades two
through six can iirplement a writing program in self-contained

classrooms. Ohe five-step process is explained and works well in a
five-day school week.

In order to set up a writing program, each child should have a

writing folder. Three sides of the folder are used by the children.

One side of the folder is where the children will keep an ongoing list
of future topics they may like to write about. Any time the children

think of a topic, they would list it, then they do not sit around trying
to decide what to write about. On the second side of the folder, the

children will write down any skills they have learned. For exaitple, if
a child realizes that all names start with a capital letter, she would

list that on the folder. Ihe third side of the folder is where words
can be spelled for children during the proofreading stage only.

The five-step writing process that will be explained, is what this
author found to be an effective way to teach writing. The children

publish one story a week after going through the necessary steps. On
Mondays, prewriting strategies are approached. Tuesdays are v^en the

children write their rough drafts. Wednesdays are ^)ent revisii^
stories, vdiile Thursdays are ^nt proofreading. Friday is the day that

the children publish their pieces and share them orally if interested.
A prewriting strategy is one that organizes, develops or motivates
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a topic. This stage is an open-ended stage vdiere the writer thinks

about a topic, discovers »diat she knows, collects more information and
considers the readers (Houghton Mifflin, 1986). The prewriting stage is

done before the children write their rough drafts, and helps to build
the students* confidence, interest and can reduce anxiel^. Less

experienced writers need more planned activities to help them get
started. The activities should provide for visual, auditory, and

kinesthetic experiences. This stage is an exploring stage. Creative
talking is a stimulus to writing so teachers need to get children

talking. The teacher must be careful however not to discuss too much,
or too little so several options are left open (Frank, 1979).

Prewriting motivates and organizes topics for the writer. The
following page will give the writing teacher some ideas to use while
teaching this stage;

Motivation

Viewing:

Feeling:

photos/pictures

sensory games

art

animals

drawings

time for silent thinking

experiments

Smell/Taste:

people/places/things

cooking

cubing (J^pendix page B-23)

eating

memory searches

(^^pendix page B-28)

Read:
stories
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going with the flow

(^pendix page B-25)
Listening:

plays
comics

poetry

songs

newspapers

T.V. programs/videos

essays/articles

canmercials

magazines

guest speaker

wordles picture books

films/filmstrips

(BibliograjAiy i^pendix

opera/concerts

Participate:
skits/plays
debates/discussions

page B-10)
predictable books

(Bibliography /^ppendix
page B-3)

pantomimes
charades

creative dramatic/role-playing
field trips
questionnaires
surveys

interviews

Organ i g:ation

word-idea bank (i^pendix page C-4)
color-code categorizing (/^pendix page C-4)

Majping/Webbing/Clustering (T^pendix page C-4)
Charting words (/^perx3ix page B-26)
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Brainstorming

Venn Diagram (/^^pendix page C-3)
Grid Writing (^pendix page B-39)

"Planning My Story" (^^pendix page C-2)

The second stage is the rough draft stage. The teacher must stress

fluency and the generating of ideas. In other words, she must teach the
students to quickly get their thoughts on the paper. The writing

teacher can explain to the children that they need to "push their
pencils" and not worry about grammar, spelling and mechanics. If the

teacher explains to the class that people's brains work faster than
their pencils, and that they do not want to stop to erase or spell, the

children will understand. Ihis way, the children do not lose good ideas
that pop into their heads.

Invented spelling should be explained to the children right away.
The teacher explains to the students that if they do not know how to

spell a word, to just quickly guess at its spelling. Bie children can
be told to decide what it starts with and then to spell the word the way

they think it may be spelled. At first, the children have a difficult
time with this and the teacher should refuse to spell for the class

during the rough draft stage. Eventually, the children realize that
spelling can be corrected later, and that the rough draft is just raw
material for the final draft.

Ihe teacher should start children with short, fun and unthreatening
bits of writing. TOie assignments should stress personal expression
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about what the writer knows, feels, thinks, recalls, believes, imagines

and senses. During the drafting stage, children write vdiat is close to
^)eech. Uiere is a lot going on in a writer's head and just getting it

down is what is important.

During the drafting stage, it is a good idea to use manila paper so
that the children know it is going to be written again later. Final

drafts go on white notebook paper, unless they are to be published in a
i^cial format. When writing the rough draft, the children must be

taught to skip lines and watch the margins on both sides, Hiis author
even has a specific heading that the children use on all papers*

Bie third stage is revision. This stage is the rethinking and
reshaping stage. The coiraiunication of ideas are improved on at this

time. During the revision stage, students analyze content, synthesize
choices, make them into an understandable whole and evaluate the

effectiveness (Houghton Mifflin, 1986),

The revision stage is where grammar is taught most effectively. If

the teaching of grammar is divorced from the process Of writing, it has
little or no effect on the writing ability of students (Handbook For

Effective Teaching of Writing, 1983),
The most effective part of the revision stage is conferencing.

Conferencing is a chance for children to validate what they have written
and then to further refine their thinking. During conferencing, the

children should understand that they should listen to suggestions from
peers and the teacher, but that they always have the final say about

their own story, Thraigh face-to-face interactions, the students begin
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to understand that there is a relationship between reading and writing.

There are three kinds of conference; peer conferencing,
teacher/student conferencing and self-evaluation. During peer
conferencing, the children need to understand some rules. One rule is
to be neat with others' work. Another iirportant rule is that one should

say positive things about a story. Children need to be taught the
difference between constructive and destructive criticism.

The final

rule is to treat others' work with respect. This author has included
several response forms in the ^pendix section.

During student/teacher conferencing, the teacher must listen, ihe
child should do most of the talking. Below are a few guidelines for the
teacher to follow:

1) Ask open-ended questions

2) Read, admire, encourage, praise specifics
3) Jog ideas
4) Suggest

5) Support
6)

Be aware of teachable moments

7) Reinforce strengths

8) Encourage risk-taking

When children are evaluating their own stories, they reread for
sense. The teacher can put the following questions on the board for the

children to answer about their story:
1)

Does it make sense?

2) Does it say what I wanted?
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3)

Do I like it?

4)

Is it clear?

During the revision and proofreading stages, teacher modeling is so
important. Uie children need to see the teacher write and then go

through these two stages, Bie teacher can use colored chalk to correct
a story on the board.

and cone

Hie teacher can let the students find the errors

to the board to correct them. Just as the teacher uses

colored chalk to revise and proofread, the children use a colored pencil
in these stages.

During the proofreading stage, children identify errors and correct
by applying what they know or by seeking, acquiring and applying new

information (Houghton, Mifflin, 1986). Hiere is no sequence to the
order in which children learn to write.

In order to help the teacher during the proofreading stage, the
Appendix has Kent Gill's plan for teaching conventions, a three-sentence

a day strategy and a proofreading marks chart. Hiis stage should also
have a lot of teacher modeling involved. The use of colored pencils

again is a big help. Hie children correct capitalization, punctuation
and spelling.

Hie teacher can help children during the proofreading stage by
using a lot of praise. If students are having trouble finding their own

mistakes, the writing teacher can circle the errors, but not tell the
children what is wrong. Hie teacher can also put numbers in the margin
telling the children how many errors there are in each line. As the
children become more advanced, the teacher may just put a dot in each
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line telling the children there are errors, but not telling them how
nany. Eventually, the children should be able to correct the stories on
their own.

The fifth and final stage to this writing process is called the
publishing/sharing stage. During this stage, each child plays the roles

of author and audience to other children's pieces. Both influence the
children's writing (Hul±)ard, 1985). Doing something with finished

writing such as reading orally, making books or recopying in a form that
can be hung up, reinforces correctness and gives writers a purpose.

if the children are just recopying their story, it should be done
on white paper. The students must be taught to skip lines, stay out of

the margins, write on the front of the paper only so the stories can be
hung up and read, and to head the paper properly. The stories are hung

up each week on top of the previous stories. At the end of the year, a
book is made with the whole year's stories.

l^ing or conputers make publishing look professional and the
children are inpressed by this. Ohe computer is a tool that can be used

effectively in the rough draft, revision, proofreading and publishing
stages.

Publishing can be done by making the stories into books.

Book-binding techniques are shown in the i^pendix. A saddle stapler is
a tool that will be very helpful for binding books.
Art is often used to publish stories. Artwork can be hung ip with

the stories written below. Art is done during the prewriting stage,
then writing occurs from there.
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The reasons that every piece of work should be shared is because
(Frank, 1979):

1) Sharing is communicating.
2) Sharing provides a clearer view of the work,

3) Siaring increases technical accuracy,
4) Sharing builds self-esteem,

5) Sharing should be done only if the child wants to.
Sharing includes reading books. When finished, the books must be

read, not sent home or put in a closet, (Constant reading and sharing
brings students to a sense of what makes writing good,

There are other ways of teaching writing that are very valuable in
the classroom, A good time to use some of these strategies is during
short school weeks. There are four domains, in which children should

have writing experiences. The first domain is the Sensory/Descriptive

domain where children learn to express their feelings and emotions. The
second domain is the Creative/Narrative domain which is imaginative

writing. The third domain is the Practical/Informative domain. This
area includes purpo^ful everyday writing such as letters, reports and

forms. The last domain is the Analytical/Expository domain which
includes writing directions, ccarparing and drawing conclusions. The

following exaitples are suggestions in each of the domains. Many of the
ideas can be incorporated into the five-step writing process.
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Teaching the Dcanains of Writing

Spnsnrv/Descript1ve

Possible modes: journal entry
diary entry
personal letter

personal essay

poem (Haiku, di^nante, cinquain, catalogue, prose,
poem, acrostic and many others)
monologue
dialogue

advertising copy
character sketches

TTtBoi nat1ve/Warral-ive

Possible modes:

anecdotes
limericks

diary entries (fictional and real)
captions to cartoons

dialogues
monologues
scripts
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capsule stories (outline for plot or reconstruction

of a cartoon strip)
biographical and autobiographical sketches
vignettes
short stories

folk tales

iri/ths

allegories

ballads and other poetic forms (story enphasis)

Practica1/Tnformati ve

Possible modes; postcard message
friendly notes of various kinds (invitation,
thank you, acknowledgement of gift, etc.)
lecture/class notes
memo

directions/steps in a process
self-evaluation statements

coirmercials

news report

accident report

business letters (coirplaint, order, request
for information among others)
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application
summary
y .

precis

scientific abstract
encyclopedia paragraphs

Analyl-inal/Ryposit-orV

Possible modes: single paragraph/topic sentences support
editorial

little theme (three paragraj^)
letter to editor

speech

dialogue to persuade
reviews and reports

poems (to persuade or analyze, make analogies)
multi-paragraph thanes:
describe/conclude
narrate/conclude

analyze/conclude

analyze/persuade

define, classify, defend a judgement,
interpret literature

library/research paper
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Source: Rd±)ins, Sanc^. r-qnsR r^nfprpnr.e.

Another form of motivating writing in the classroom is to set up a
writing center. The teacher should include shape books, story starters,

report materials, art supplies, paper, writing games and a lot of good
literature.

The children should also have access to dictionaries,

encyclopedias and thesauri.

Journal writing has become a favorite in many classrooms. In
dialogue journals, the student and teacher converse daily in writing.

The children are given a handmade booklet or steno pad. To get children
motivated, begin by talking with than about the excitement of receiving

a letter. Bie teacher can describe how they will write to her and then
she will write back. The children should be encouraged to write about
any topic. Once in avdiile, a topic can be given as a vrtiole-class
writing assignment.

The teacher responds to the writing by coninenting, asking questions
and encouraging the children to express themselves. The teacher should
not correct children's entries. If a child misspells, the teacher can
spell it correctly in her response. The teacher's response motivates

the child to continue to converse, so request further information about
a child's topic.

Dialogue journals are personal, but if children want to share, it
should be their choice. Journals give the chance to develop a personal
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relationship between the teacher and the student.

If these steps and considerations are followed, the children learn
to coninunicate through writing, and the teacher gets to know each child
more personally.
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Research and Evaluation

Targpt Population

ihe local school district that tiiis project is intended for serves
about 10,800 students in grades kindergarten through 12th, Ihe district

includes two high schools, three intermediate schools and eight
elementary schools. Next year, a ninth elementary school is opening.

Ihe district has grown 8.4% in the past year alone.
This author teaches third grade at one of the elementary schools.

In May of 1986, the enrollment was approximately 665 at this school
site. The school has kindergarten through fifth grades.

The target students for this writing project are in grades two
through six and coming from families working in mainly semiskilled and

unskilled fields. Bie ethnic count is about 29% minority.
At this school site, grades kindergarten through third conduct

reading by grouping the children within the teacher's own class.
Usually, each teacher has three or four groups. The teacher calls
groups to a table for 20—25 minutes v^ile the rest of the children work

on independent seat work. Grades fourth through fifth change rooms for

reading. Each teacher has one or two groups.
Ihe district expects the teachers to follow manuals closely. The

school adopted series is Scott, Foresman who plans each lesson using a
c^cle. Each lesson takes about one week to teach. Ihere are eighteen

lessons per book so most children go through two books a year. Ohe
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weekly cycle looks like this;
Teach

Reinforce

I

Reteach

A/
\f

Apply

Ass^s

Scott, Foresrtan's definition of reading is provided by the
following quotes (Scott, Foresman, 1983):

Reading is the process of translating printed syiiix>ls
into the message that the writer intended to convey.

Reading has not taken place unless the reader
understaiw3s the writer's message,

Reading is an essential skill needed for learning.
Reading skill is essential to the fulfillment of an

individual's potential.

Reading can be a source of great enjoyment in itself.

The school site has a reading specialist who works with children

v^o are not reading at their ability level. These children are
evaluated and worked with in their weakest areas.

The school evaluates the children's growth by using the basal's
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testing instruments, teacher c*>servation and the CEBS results. A

®®ulative record is kept on the children's progress.
Parents are informed of their child's progress in reeding through
parent conferences, report cards, and the results of the CJSS tests.

Hie writing process discussed in this project is a supplenental

program to the Scott, Foresmah Reading Series. It is not related in any
way to the series and is taught as a separate subject every day.

Evaluation

It is irnportant to have a way of evaluating the effectiveness of
the writing process. The problem is that a usual pre/post test is not
appropriate because of the conplexity of the writing process. Hie
writing process takes a lot of time and the children learn different

skills at different times. Hiere is no specific order to the learning
process in writing. Writing is taught as a multiple-stage process so

the evaluation should be geared toward this view.
Formal evaluation and grading of stories is rarely done in the

elementary grades. Hie written product should be judged as a whole.
When evaluating, the teacher must be positive and appreciative. It is

the instructor's jct> to help each and every writer through the process
and to give help while the story is in unfinished form, not to judge the
final product (Frank, 1979).

Hie teacher does need to take note of the problems that several of
the children are having so she can plan vdiole^groijp lessons around that

topic. Hirough \diole-class teacher modeling, some mechanics and grammar
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problems can be dealt with and taught to everyone at one time.

Hie students should be the final critic of their own story.
Whether the child decides to share the piece with the class or not would

tell the teacher what the student felt about the story. During peer
conferencing sessions, children are also able to tell whether or not

their story coranunicated effectively.

Any evaluation by the teacher during the coirposition process should
be infontal and must be geared toward student iirprovement in a positive

way. This author never gives a written grade cai the stories. Positive,
specific conments are usually placed on the papers. Evaluation of the

student's writing is done orally through conferencing.

For a teacher's own information, two rough drafts can be taken from

the students at different times in the year, once in September and again
in June. The students should write on a familiar topic which is clear
and suitable to the student's age and background. The invented
spellings are charted for each story on the form that is found in the
i^ipendix on page D-2. The spellings are analyzed according to reasons
for spelling errors such as phonetic, articulation, similar spelling or

COTifiguration. Percentages are calculated to use for ccarparison and to
see the growth the children have made in spelling development over the
year.

A second tool used for evaluation is the children's writing folder.
The students are taught to use three sides of their folders. One side

is where the children can have words spelled for them during the
proofreading stage only. A second side of the folder is *rtiere the..
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children can list future topics whenever they think of them. This way,

there is a list of ideas and the problem of not knowing v^t to write
about, has been overcome. The third side of the folder is vdiere the

stuients list what new skills they have learned. What the childrai have
listed here is very helpful to the teacher in evaluating children's
growth.

A third evaluation tool, which is probably the most important one,
is the writing bulletin board. Each student has a place on the board

where her whole year's stories are hung. Each week, v^en the stories
are not published in a "special format", the final drafts are hung on

the bulletin board. The newest ones are always stapled to the top of
the previous week's. At the end of the year, the stories are all made

into a book to take home. The reason that this bulletin board is such a

strong tool is because the parents, teacher and principal can see the

actual growth taking place over time. By the end of the year, there is
usually quite an improvement between the first ar^ the last story

written. Grannar, mechanics, and spelling can all be cortpared at a
glance. Structure is strongly oiphasized in the revision and

proofreading stages. Another good reason for the bulletin board is the
sharing aspect it has. ®ie children love to read each other's stories
in their free time.

A fourth evaluation tool that can be used is a student survey form
for writing. Ihe survey is administered in September and again in June.

The survey is helpful in noting the children's attitudes about writing.
Hopefully, if the teacher has motivated the students and the atmo^here
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has been positive, a positive attitude will be formed by June. A sairple

of the survey can be found in the ;^5)endix on page J-3.
To evaluate the program overall, teachers heed to ask themselves,

"What is the writing program doing to and for the children?" As a
teacher thinking about the program, one heeds to think in specific ways

as to vrtiat is and is not being accotrplished. Remenber, what works with
one teacher and group, may not necessarily work for another. A teacher

must do v4iat works with the group of children involved. Each child
needs to feel successful in writing stories so that she will continue to

take risks and experiment.
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Reporting Procedures

A very iirportant part of a project is to describe the way in vdiich
comnunication between all of the involved parties is achieved.

In order to keep the parents informed, a weekly checklist is sent
home on Biursdays. This tells the parents whether their child's

assignments were corrpleted and how their behavior was for that week.
The Checklists are brought back signed on Friday.

At the Open Haase in the Fall, the writing process is explained to
the parents. The parents must realize that their children's ideas are

more important than mechanical perfection, especially in the early
stages. The parents are also told that their children will be writing

stories every week and going through a five-step process. Then the
parents are told that the stories will remain in the classroom all year

on the bulletin board and then at the end of the year, brought home in
book form.

During parent conferences in the Fall, which is also the end of the

first quarter, the parents will be shown the progress their child has

made so far in writing. The stories on the bulletin board are reviewed
and compared so that the parents can see improvement alrea^ made, and

vAiat can be worked on for future assignments. If there are any
questions at this time, they can be answered.

Report cards, given four times a year, are another way of reporting
to parents. In grades one through three, the children are graded by the
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following standards: Unsatisfactory, Needs Iinproveinentf Satisfactory,

and Outstanding. In grades four and five, the standard A, B, C, D and F
grades are given. The decisions on grading writing should be made by
reviewing the folders and the stories on the bulletin board. Effort

should be a large factor when the teacher is making a decision on a

writing grade. Assessing pupil's growth during the quarter should be
included vrtien evaluating. Ccxrparisons between students in creative

writing should not be done. Teachers need to know their <±)jectives and
evaluate for that purpose.
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Materials

Bie materials needed for this project are not extensive. Uie
ordinarily supplied materials that school districts alreac^ receive are

basically vAiat are used to teach writing. Lined newsprint is used for
writing all rough drafts. Final drafts are written on white notebook

paper. 55iis way, the students know from the start that their rough
draft is not finished even if they insist it is perfect. For publishing

in i^)ecial ways, several art supplies are used. Most of the time,
construction paper, paints, crayons and other alrea<^ available art

supplies are needed. Once or twice a year, it is nice to have the
students make hard-covered books. Cardboard and either wallpaper,

material or contact paper is needed to make these books. Directions for
making hard-covered books is in the /^pendix on page G-3.

Another important supply that the writing teacher will often use is
colored chalk. Teacher modeling on the board is iirportant during the

revision and proofreading stages. Colored chalk makes these two stages
very clear for the children to see. This way, when the students revise

and edit, they use colored pencils. The teacher should collect the
pencils each time, then they will last all year. A pencil monitor can

be assigned to be in charge of handing out and collecting pencils. This
student's job is to make sure a pencil is handed in frcxn every student.

If a student has lost one, a nickel can be charged. It is funny, all of
the pencils som^ow are found vrtien one starts talking money. The pencil
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monitor can be in charge of sharpening the pencils when needed.

A writing center is optional, but a nice area to have. The center

should be supplied with dictionaries, thesauri and encyclopedias. Art

supplies should be available to the children for making their own shape
books. Sane story starters and games are fantastic to include in the

center. The center is a place for children to go if they finish work
early throughout the day.

This author did not find it necessary to spend a great deal of
money on supplies and materials.

Standard Supplies Used

Lined newsprint

Pencils

White notd^ook paper

Erasers

Ditto masters

Crayons

Chalk - white, yellow, colored

Colored Pencils

Construction paper (various colors)

Ditto paper

2 file folders per student
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Staff/Coinmmity Involvonent

Creativity is a magic word that everyone is interested in defining,
®ie nation is realizing the demairf for creative thinking. Civilization

depends on people v^o can come 15) with new solutions out of alrea^
existing materials, Rc^rt Frost explains this by saying, "It is just

taking the same old words and putting them together in a new way to say
sanething you have been thinking about" (Petty, 1967),

Today, educators generally agree that one learns to write by
writing. Few teachers believe that children are taught by identifying

parts of speech and learning correct punctuation, The change in beliefs
is great, but the teachers need to be taught how to teach writing.

Writing is a difficult task and is often frustrating. Educators need to
be inserviced on how to teach writing.

Teacher

The most important characteristic of a good teacher is their
personality and attitude. The teacher must respect a child's

personality, be patient and encouraging.
The teacher vho staffs this project is a regular credentialed

teacher who values the writing process and who will build a positive
environment with a lot of open coimtunication. The teacher must be a

role-model in all writing assignment:s and share the student's joys and
defeats that are es^rienced during writing.

The teacher must share her excitement for writing ty encouraging
risk-taking by the students. Actually, the writing teacher should be a
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risk-taker also and be willing to try new and inventive assignments.

Very importantly, the teacher must be knowledgeable in the field of
teaching a writing process and be able to teach it in an exciting and
challenging way.

Parent Voluntf>f>rS

Parent volunteers can be helpful when you have students \^o need a
scribe, Hie teacher often has trouble finding the time to take
dictation for children's stories.

Hie parent volunteer can also be utilized in assisting students
during the revision and editing stages.

Parents can also be an immense help with the typing of stories,
bookbinding and sewing pages.

Hie teacher needs to explain the writing process at Open House and
at this time may ask for volunteers who are willing to help with some of
the above jobs.

Older cross-age tutors can be utilized as scribes in the classroom.
Another job that tutors are very helpful with is answering questions

during the proofreading stage. Hie children can raise their hands while
the teacher is conferencing and the tutor can help with spelling and
punctuation questions,

Anotlter way that cross-age tutors can help is with filing and
hanging stories on the bulletin board.
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Princlpfjl

The principal roust understand and be supportive of the writing
process. Hiis way there is no misunderstanding as to what is expected

of the children. Ihe principal should understand the iirportance of the
writing process and support the teacher in the need of supplies. Uie

teaciier and the principal must be able to communicate effectively as to
the needs of the children.

It may be a good idea to invite the principal to the classroom to
see published writings and to watch the process.

Librarian

Hie school librarian can also reinforce *rtiat is being done in a
writing classroom. When the classroom teacher plans a Social Studies

writing project, a fairy tale or any other content area project, the
librarian can pull books that would be helpful. The librarian can also

assist children in how to use the card catalogue and reference
materials.
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Space

Bie writing process is taught in a self-contained classroom. Bie
teacher does not need to have the desks arranged in ary specific order,

but it is helpful to have the children sitting so that sharing and
conferencing can take place. This author has found that a U shape as

shown in the /^pendix on page J-2, is excellent for viewing lessons on
the board or overhead, conferencing and sharing.

The classroom should be well lighted, teirperature controlled and
spacious if possible. Biere must be room to involve the children in

creative dramatics, role-playing, dance and movonent. It is also
wonderful if there is any way to have carpeting.

The teacher should have a classroom library with as much good
literature available as possible. It is ideal to have an area for them

to sit around and read vhen their work is completed early.
A writing center area is optional but a great idea. A large
bookshelf is ideal for this center. The shelves should have
encyclopedias, dictionaries and thesauri readily available. There needs

to be enough work room for the children to make shape books and use art
supplies. Story starters and writing games can be in the workshop also.
It is ideal to have a file box where the children hand in their

writing folders daily. This way, the teacher can look over them when
necessary for evaluation.

A writing bulletin board is needed that will stay ip all year and
be read by students. The bulletin board should be placed in a spot
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where children can stand and read the papers without distracting other

students. Each week the new story is stapled to the top of the old
stories.
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Time

This writing process is taught ccaopletely separate from the reading
groups. Hie process is taught daily for about 35 minutes. Teachers

have the prc^lem of finding time for writing. Teachers v^o understand
the importance of writing manage to find some way to make time. The

time needs to be gauged according to the class. Too much time will
cause loss of interest and spontaneity^.

Hie time can be borrowed from several of the otiier subjects taught
during t±e day. Hiis author stole 10 minutes from reading, 10 minutes
from English, 10 minutes from Social Studies and Science and 10 minutes
from Spelling. Since tJiis writing process develops all of tiiese

subjects, there have been no guilt feelings experienced. If a teacher
has not done this, then one will need to consider her schedule in order

to find time to implenent the process.

A writing process must be taught consistently. A teacher must make
a commitment and realize that it is important to teach the five-day

process every week. Hie times when there are only four day weeks, are
good times to take a break from the process. Other writing assignments
can be taught during these short weeks.

Hie One day that the instructor needs to lay down very strict rules

about no talking during the writing process is on Hiesdays, the Rough
Draft stage. Every writer needs quiet during this stage in order to

have a flow of ideas. Hie other days are noisier because of all of the
sharing taking place. Hie sharing is so important and the writing
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teacher must understand that there will prdaably be a workable noise

level. This may seem chaotic to some teachers if they like their
classrooms very quiet. The sharing is very important during writing

howeverf and is also the most enjoyable part of the writing process for
the children.
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Adaptations

Several stVK3ies on early reading show that children vfe) learned to

read before first grade# itore than half of them began writing prior to

or simultaneously with learning to read (Starvi^, 1984).
Kindergartners arxS first graders should be exposed to writing.

Traditional kiixSergarten skills such as recognizing letter forms# names
and sounds have much more meaning when taught in the context of their

own Writing. Actually# the youngest writers have not had time to

dislike writing yet. In fact# they love itl Kindergarten should be a

place where children can explore their world inmany ways but should not
be pushed beyond what they are reacty for. Since the children are too

young to write long stories or even much more than a sentaice# the use
of language experience is important. This will help the children's

language flow so that they can share their ideas orally.
Prom an early age# children realize that written language makes

sense and that it is another way of communicating.
There are four stages children go through in their early writing

years. When entering school# children are usually in a scribbling
stage. These prewriters are in the Transcribing Stage because they need

to have their spoken language written down for them. The children tell

the teacher# aide# volunteer# or tutor what they want said in writing.

The second stage that a child enters is the Recopying Stage. After
the child learns the alphabet ar^ scare hara3writing# the cdiild still

tells her story and the adult writes. Then the child is able to recopy
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what has been written.

The third stage that a child enters is the SentencesAihole Rirase
Stage. Children in this stage are able to write down some of their own

thoughts independently. The children are excited about being able to
write alone and are becoming comfortable with words and thoughts.

The fourth stage is the Semi-Independent Stage. At this point,
children begin to rely on themselves almost coirpletely and ask only a

few questions. This is the stage a child needs to be at in order to
begin the five-step process in this project. Second grade is when the

majority of the children are rea^ for this process.
In kindergarten and first grade, a teacher can use several of the

following ideas. The children need to use their five senses often.
This can be acccstplished by having the children touch, smell, taste,

hear and see things before writing. The children can share v^t they
have experienced. The teacher needs to talk with the children often and

be sure to really listen. The teacter can ask questions and tape record
their answers. The cumulative answers will neke a wonderful story.

The writing teacher needs to read a lot orally and the children can
join in on short poems, refrains and predictable books. The children

may make up new endings or add extra lines to the story.
The students can listen to songs and sing along. Eventually, the

children might be able to compose poems and songs as a class, add
verses, create several sentences, rhymes, riddles, word groups and

questions. The teacher would then read the pieces back to the children
because this proves to them that they can write.
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Any writing the class has dictated to an adult should be di^layed.

Children love to see their stories typed or written and hung on the
wall.

Ihe teacher must use a lot of art to stimulate writing. Once the
children have entered the third stage, the Sentence/Whole-Phrase stage,

the teacher should allow them to begin experimenting on their own. Ihe
teacher should be sure the children are writing at least tiiree times a
week.

Whole-class chart stories can be created together. The children
can illustrate the stories and read them back to the teacher.

Another excellent technique would be to set up a txiddy class
system. This would be an older class such as third, fourth or fifth

graders to come in and pair up with the younger children. Bie pairs can
create stories together. The buddy class would meet once a week and it
can be very effective.

ifordless picture books may be best to do with a buddy class. The
children can dictate their own story to go with the pictures, as the
older students write it for them.

Very young children like to write about themselves because they can
be successful. Writing about themselves is what they know the roost

about. Pets are also easy for children to write abcwt. The children
must be given easy, unthreatening topics.

In order to adapt this writing process to accoroodate students in
grades six through 12, the content and expectations are adjusted to suit

the maturity levels of the students. The five-step process can still be
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aj^roached in the same manner.
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Limitations

The first limitation to this program is that good writing sking
take a lot of time and practice to build. Progress will not happen

overnight, The teacher will see a good bit of progress over cwie year,
but since it is a developmental process, like reading, ccanpetence occurs
over several years with effective instruction and a good bit of
practice. A school wide program needs to be implemented in order to
achieve the maximum growth of writers.

Ihe second limitation is that the project is geared toward second
through sixth grades only. Younger children are usually not rea<^ for a

five-step process, but writing can still be taught daily. Some ideas
are cited in the Adaptation Section of this project.

Ihe third limitation to this project is that it is a supplemental
program and not meant to take the place of the regular reading program.

Iherefore, it is hard for teachers to find the time to teach the
process. If teachers do take the time however, they will be very
pleased with the results.

A final limitation to this project is that children are given
standardized tests such as the CAP and GIBS. Ohese tests break language

into fragments vAiich is a completely c^^posite approach to this project.
Bie children are not tested on their actual written expression
abilities.
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Continuum

Ihis author believes that the teaching of reading and writing
should be able to enhance all modes of listening, speaking, reading and

writing. Under the Whole-Language approach, "meaning is at the heart of
language, and the whole purpose of using language is to construct

meaning" (Watson, 1982). Biis writing program faTig under the
Whole-Language Reading Model on the continuum because if the students

they conpose with semantic intent using language.
Ihe way a teacher understands the reading process, is the way she

will teach reading and writing. This author feels that the meaning of
the story should be errphasized more than its final form. By writing a

story, children create, read, and use all of the language processes.
While writing, students are using real language that comes from within
and are constructing something meaningful.
Teachers who utilize this approach will find it to match the goals

of the Whole-Language Reading Model.

A-1

j^pendix

Bie writing lessons that fcllcw were aiceumulated from several
colleagues this author has worked with. Many ideas were also

accumulated from various professors in the education field at the
University of California at Riverside and the California State

University at San Bernardino. Another way that some of the ideas were
found is by attending reading conferences. Hopefully, the ideas will be

able to help the reader set 15) a motivating writing program. A
bibliography of excellent sources that can be used for writing ideas is
also included.
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Bihlioaraphy of Excellent Writing Sources Tb Use
In the Classroom

Cbirinian, Helene. Learning About Poetry. California: Frank
Schaffer Publications, 1983.

Frank, Marjorie. If You're Trying To Teach Kids How To Write You've

Gotta Have This Bookl Tennessee«

Tncentive Pnhl-irat-inng^

1979.

Gruber, Barbara. Writing Ideas Ready To Usel California: Frank
Schaffer Publications, 1983.

Kohfeldt, Joyce. Story Strips; Produce Your Own. Prentice-Hall
Learning Systems, Inc. 1977.

Petty, Walter J. and Bowen, Mary E. Slithery Snakes and Other Aids To

Children's Writing. New York: i^leton-Century Crofts, 1967.

Spellinan, Linda. Book Report Backpack. The Learning WOrks, Inc. 1980
Tallon, Robert.

Zoophabets. New York: Scholastic Book Services, 1979.

Ullyette, Jean M. Guidelines for Creative Writing. New York: F. A.
Owen Publishing Conpany, 1968.
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PREWRITING IDEAS

B-2

Predictable Books

Predictable books can be used with first graders and remedial
readers. Predictable books can be read right away since children have

enough knowledge of language. A predictable book is one that children

can quickly begin to predict what the author is going to say next. The
children can chant along with the teacher.
"Children should use predictable books for reasons other than

finding words and phrases; they can invent whole stories on the basis of
an author's pattern" (Rhodes, 1981). A bibliograjAiy of predictable
books follows.
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A Bibliography of Predictable Books

Pam. This Old Man. New York; Grossett and Dunlap, 1974.
Alain. One. Two. Three. Going To Sea. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic,
1964.

Aliki. Go Tell Aunt Rhody. New York, N.Y.: Maanillan, 1974.
——

_• Hush Little Baby. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-

Hall, 1968.

. Mv Five Senses. New York, N.Y.: Thomas Y. Crowell,
1962.

Asch, Frank. Monkey Face. New York, N.Y.: Parents' Magazine Press,
1977.

Balian, Lorna. The Animal. Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1972.
—

Where in the World is Henry? Scarsdale, N.Y.:
Bradbury Press, 1972.

Barohas, Sarah E. I Was Walking Down the Road. New York, N.Y.:
Scholastic, 1975.

Baum, Arline, and Joseph Baum. One Bright Monday Morning. New York,
N.Y.:

Random House, 1962.

Becker, John. Seven Little Rabbits. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic,
1973.

Beckman, Kaj. Lisa Cannot Sleep. New York, N.Y.: Franklin Watts,
1969.

Bellah, Melanie. A First Book of Sounds- Racine, Wis.: Golden
Press, 1963.
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Bonne, Rose, and Alan Mills. I Know an Old Lady. New York, N.Y,:
Rand MeNally, 1961.

Brand, Oscar. When I First Came to This Land. New York, N.Y.;
Putnam's Sons, 1974.

Brandenberg, Franz. I Once Knew a Man. New York, N^Y.: Macmillan,
1970.

Brown, Marcia. The Three Billv Goats Gruff. New York, N.Y.:
Harcourt Brace Jovanoyich, 1957.

Brown, Margaret Wise. Four Fur Feet. New York, N.Y.; William R.
Scott, 1961.

—

-• Goodnight Moon. New York, N.Y.: Harper and Row, 1947.
. Home for a Bunr^y.

—

Racine, Wis.: Golden Press, 1956.

Where Have vou Been? New York, N.Y.; Scholastic, 1952.

ffll£..Jus_Eisae, illustrated by Justin Wager. New York, N.Y.; Scott,
Foresroan, 1971.

Carle, Eric. The Grouchy Ladyfaug. New York, N.Y.: Ihomas Y.
Crowell, 1977.

•

Ihe Mixed Up Chameleon. New York, N.Y.: Ihomas Y.
Crowell, 1975.

:

——• Pie Very Hunarv Caterpillar. Cleveland, Ohio: Collins
World, 1969.

Charlip, Reiry. Fortunately. New Ynrkr N.Y.i Parents' Magazine
Press, 1964.

_—

. What Good Luckl What Bad Luckl
Scholastic, 1969.

New York, N.Y.:
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Cook, Bernadine. The Little Fish that Got Psnav. Reading, Mass;
Addison-Wesley, 1976.

de Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. Catch a Little Fox. New York, N.Y.:
Seabury Press, 1970.

—

—• The Day Everybody Cried. New York, N.Y.; The Viking
Press, 1967,

—

. How Joe the Bear and Sam the Mouse Got Toeather.

New York, N.Y.: Parents* Magazine Press, 1965.

—

The Little Book. New York, N.Y.: Henry Z. Walck,

1961.

—. May I Bring a Friend? New York, N.Y.: Atheneum,
1972.

Willy O'Dwyer Jumped in the Fire.

New York, N.Y.:

Atheneum, 1968.

Domanska, Janina. If All the Seas Were One Sea. New York, N.Y.:
Maonillan, 1971.

Duff, Maggie. Johnny and His Drum. New York^ n.y.«

Henry Z. Walck,

1972.

_—

Rum Pum Pum.

New york, N.Y.:

Macmillan, 1978.

Eirberley, Barbara. Simon's Sona. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHall, 1969.

Eirberly, Ed. Klipoity Klop. Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown, 1974.
Ets, Marie Hall. Elephant in a well. New York, N.Y.: The Viking
Press, 1972.

_—

Hall. Play With Me. New York, N.Y.: The Viking Press,
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1955.

Flack, Marjorie. Ask Mr. Bear. New York, N.Y.; Macmillan, 1932.
Galdone, Paul.

■

. »

Henny Peni^y.

New York, N.Y.: Scholastic, 1968.

Ihe Little Red Hen. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic,

1973.

——. Ihe Three iBears. New York, N.Y.; Scholastic, 1972.
_. The Three Billy Goats Gruff.

New York, N.Y.: Seabury

Press, 1973.

—-• Ihe Three Little Pias. New York, N.Y.: Seabury Press,
1970.

Ginsburg, Mirra. Ihe Chick and the Duckling. New York, n.y.-.
Macmillan, 1972.

Greenberg, Polly. Oh Lord. I Wish I Was a Buzzard. New York, N.Y.:
Macmillan, 1968.

Hoffman, Hilde. Ihe Green Grass Grows All Around. New York, N.Y.:
Macmillan, 1968.

Hutchins, Pat. Good-Niaht Owl. New York, N.Y.: Macmillan, 1972.
Rosie's Walk.

New York, N.Y.:

Macmillan, 1968.

——. Titch. New York, N.Y.: Collier Books, 1971.
Keats, Ezra Jack.

Over in the Meadow.

New York, N.Y.: Scholastic,

1971.

Kent, Jack. The Fat Cat. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic, 1971.
Klein, Lenore. Brave Daniel.

New York, N.Y.: Scholastic, 1958.

Kraus, Robert. Whose Mouse Are You? New York, N.Y.: Collier Books,
1970.
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Langstaff, John. Froa Went A-Court:in'. New York, N.Y.: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1955.
—

——• Gather My Gold Together; Four Sonas for Four Seasons.

Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1971.

—

A-Huntinq We Will Go. New York, N.Y.: Atheneum,
1974.

• Qyer in the Meadow. New York, N.Y.; Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1957.

Laurence, Ester. We're Off to Catch a Draaon. Nashville, Tenn.:
Abingdon Press, 1969.

Lexau, Joan. Crocodile and Hen. New York, N.Y.: Harper and Row,
1969.

Lobel, Anita. King Rooster. Queen Hen. New York, N.Y.: Greenwillow,
1975.

Lobel, Arnold. A Treeful of Pios. New York, N.Y.; Greenwillow, 1979.
Mack, Stan. 10 Bears in My Bed. New York, N.Y.: Pantheon, 1974.

Martin, Bill. Brown Bear. Brovm Bear. Wew Vnrk, yr v . Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1970.

. Firei Firel Said Mrs. McGuire. New York, N.Y.: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1970.

Mayer, Mercer. If 1
___. Just for You.

New York, N.Y.: Dial Press, 1968.
New York, N.Y.: Golden Press, 1975.

McGovern, Ann. Too Much Noise. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic, 1967.
Manling, Carl. Ten Little Animals. Racine, wis.« Golden Press,
1961.
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Moffett, Martha. A Flower Pot Is Not a Hat. New York, N.Y.i

E.P.

Dutton, 1972.

Peppe, Rodney. Ihe House that Jack Built. New York, N.Y.: Delacorte,
1970.

Polushkin, Maria. Mother. Mother. I tfant Another. New York, N.Y.:
Crown Publishers, 1978.

Preston, Edna Mitchell. Where Did Mv Mother Go? New York, N.Y.:
Four Winds Press, 1978.

Quackenbush, Robert. She'll Be Comin' Round the Mountain.

Philadelphia, Pa.: J.B. Lippincott, 1973.

• Skip to My Lou. Philadelphia, Pa.: J.B. Lippincott,
1975.

Rokoff, Sandra. Here is a Cat. Singapore; Hallmark Children's
Editions, no date.

Scheer, Julian, and Marvin Bileck. Rain Makes Applesauce. New York,
N.Y.:

—

Holiday HouSe, 1964.

—

Vpside Down Pay. New York, N.Y.: Holiday House,

1968.

Sendak, Maurice. Where the Wild Things Are. Wpw Ynrk^ n.Y.:
Scholastic, 1963.

Shaw, Charles B. It Looked Like Spilt Milk. New York, N.Y.: Harper
and Row, 1947.

Shulevitz, Uri. One Monday Morning. New York, N.Y.: Scribners, 1967.
Skaar. Grace. What Do the Aniimir «^y? New York, N.Y.: Scholastic,
1972.
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Sonneborn, Ruth A. Someone is Eating the> finn. New York, N.Y.:
Random House, 1974.

Spier, Peter. Ihe Fox Went Out on a Chillv Niahi-. Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1961.

Stover, JoAnn. If Everybody Did. New York, N.Y.: David McKay, 1960.
Tolstoy, Alexel. ^e Great Big Enormous Turnip. New York, N.Y.:
Franklin Watts, 1968.

Welber, Robert. Goodbye, Pello. New York, N.Y.: Pantheon, 1974.
Wildsmith, Brian. The TWpIvs Pavs of Christmas. New York, N.Y.;
Franklin Watts, 1972.

WDlkstein, Diane. The Visit. New York, N.Y.: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977.
Wondriska. William. All the Animals Were Angry. New York, N.Y.;
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970.

Zaid, Barry. Chicken Little. New York, N.Y.: Random House, no date.

Zemach, Harve. The Judge. New York, N.Y,: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1969.

Zemach, Margot. Hush. Little Baby. New York, N.Y.: E.P. Dutton, 1976.
«

The Teeny Tiny WOman. New York, N.Y.: Scholastic, 1965.

Zolotow, Charlotte. Do You Know What I'll Do?. New York, N.Y.:
Harper and Row, 1958.

Source: The Reading Teacher, February 1981.
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WordlpRR Picture Bnnks

tfordless picture books help Children to understand story sequences
and plot, Ihe students are encouraged to invent details and to inake
predictions.

Wordless picture books provide a structure around v^ich the children

can fashion their own stories (Abrahamson, 1981), A bibliography of
wordless picture books follows.
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Alexander, Martha. Bdao's Dream. Dial, 1970.

Amoss, Bertha. Bv the Sea. Parents', 1969
Anderson, Laurie. The Package. Bottos-Merrill, 1971.

Anno, Mitsumasa. Dr. Anno's Magical Midnight Circus. Weatherhill,
1972.

—

Topsev Turvies. Weatherhill, 1970.

Ardizzone, Edward. The Wrong Side of the Bed. Doubleday, 1970.

Aruego, Jose. Look What i Can Do. Scribner's, 1971.
Asch, Frank.

The Blue Balloon.

McGraw-Hill. 1972.

^ ^—. In the Eve of the Teddy. Harper, 1973.
Barton, Byron.

Elephant. Seabury, 1971.

Baum, Will. Birds of a Feather. Addison-Wesley, 1969.
Billout, Guy. The Nunber 94. Dial, 1973.

Bollinger-Savelli, Antinella. The Knitted Gat. Macmillan, 1972.
Briggs, Raymond. The Snowman. Random, 1978.

Carle, Eric. Do You Want To Be Mv Friend. Crowell, 1971.
I See a Rona.

Crowell, 1973.

. The Very Long Tail. Crowell, 1972.
;

The Very Long Train. Crowell, 1972.

Carick, Donald. Drip Drop. Macmillan, 1973.
Carroll, Ruth. The ChiTrp and The Clown. Walck, 1968.

—

Rolling Downhill. Vfalck, 1973.
-

What Whiskers Did.

Walck, 1965.

. The Witch Kitchen. Walck, 1973.

Chamberlin, Bob and Bergman, Donna. I'm Not Little. T'm nia. Puppet
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Press, 1973.

DePaola, Tomie. Pancakes for Breakfast. Harcourt, 1978.
Espenscheid. Gertrude. The Oh Ball. Harper, 1966.

Froitm, Lilo. Muffel and Plums. Macmillan, 1973.
Fuchs, Erich. Journey To The Moon. Delacorte, 1969.

Goodall, John S. The Adventures of Paddy Pork. Harcourt, 1968.
—

An Edwardian Sunnier. Atheneum, 1976.

—. The Ballooning Adventures of Paddy Pork. Harcourt,
1969.

—
■

Creepy Castle. Atheneum, 1975.
■ . Jacko.

Harcourt, 1971.

————• The Midnight Adventures of Kelly. Dot, and Esmeralda.
Ahteneum.

————

Naughty Nancy. Atheneum, 1975.

. Paddy Pork's Holiday. Atheneum, 1976.
_. Paddy's Evening Out. Atheneum, 1973.
-

Shrewbettina's Birthday.

Harcourt, 1970.

Harrburger, John. A Sleepless Day. Four Winds (Scholastic), 1973.
Heller, Linda. Lily at the Table. Macmillan. 1979.

Hoban, Tana. Look Again. Macmillan, 1971.
-

Shapes and Things. Macmillan, 1970.

Hogrogian, Nonny. ^Eplsa. Macmillan, 1972.
Hutchins, Pat.
James, Robin.

■

Changes Changes.
Kittens.

Puppies.

Macmillan, 1971.
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Kent, Jack.

Egg Book. Macmillan, 1975.

Krahn, Fernando. A Flvinq Saucer Full of Spaghetti. Button, 1970.
—
—

A Funny Friend From Heaven. Lippincott, 1977.

——• April Fools. Button, 1974.
-

. :■

Cateh "That- Cat.

Button, 1978.

■——• How Santa Glaus Had A Long and Bifficult Journay
Be]iverina His Prespnts.

——

.

*

Belacorte, 1970.

Journeys of Sebastian. Belacorte, 1968.

The Mystery of thp Giant Footprints. Button, 1977.
——•
—

*

.

—

Sebastian and the Mushromn. Belacorte, 1976.
The Self-Made Snowman. Lippincott, 1974.

Who's Seen the Scissors? mittnn^

Lisker, Sonia.
—...

Ohe Attic Witch. Four Winds, 1973.

. Lost.

Harcourt, 1975.

Mari, Lela.

The Apple and the Moth.

—

Ohe Chicken and The Eaa.

^—-•

The Magic Balloon.

Pantheon, 1970.

Pantheon, 1970.

S.G. Phillips, 1969.

Mayer, Mercer. A Boy. A Doq. and A Froo. Bial, 1967.
—

A Boy, A Boa. A Froa. and A Friend.

_—

Bial, 1971.

—. Bubble Bubble. Parents' Magazine Press, 1973.
^

. Frog Goes To Dinner.

Bial, 1974

—. Frog On His Own. Bial, 1973
. Frog Where Are You.

Bial, 1969.

—. Pie Great Cat Chase. Four Winds, 1975.
One Frog Too Magy.

Bial, 1975.
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IVo Moral Tales. Four Winds, 1974.

-• IWo More Moral Tales. Four Winds, 1974.
Meyer, Remate. Hide and
—

Bradbury, 1972.

—• Vicki. Atheneum, 1969.

Miller, Bari^. Aiphah^f- Worl'^-

Macsndllan, 1971.

Margutsch, Ali. In The Busy Town. Golden, 1973.
Mordillo, Guillermo.

Dainp and Daffv Doinas of a Daring Pirate Ship.

Harlin Quist.

Olschewski, Alfred. Winterbird. Houghton Mifflin, 1969.
Ormerod, Jan.

Moonlight.

. Sunshine.

Qxenbury, Helen. Good Night. Good Morning.
. Monkey See. Monkey Do.
—

—

. Mother's Helper.

Ramage, Corinne. Ihe Joneses. Lippincott, 1975.

Reich, Harms. Animals of Many Tjinds. Hill and Wang, 1966.
—_——
-—

Dogs. Hill and Vfeng, 1973.
«

Laughing Camera. Hill and Wang, 1967.

• Laughing Camera For Children. Hill and Wang, 1970.
—
—

Laughing Camera IT. Hill and Wang, 1969.
—. lovers. Hill and Wang, 1968.

Rice, Brian and Evans, Tonv. English Surprise. Flash, 1973.

Ringi, Kjeli. Ihe Magic Stick. Harper, 1968.
—;

..

The Winner.

Harper, 1969.
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Schickr Eleanor. Making Friends. Macmillan, 1969.

Sehweninger, Ann. A Dance For Three. Dial, 1979.
Siiritons, Ellie. Cat.
-

JBog.

-

EamilY.

McKay, 1968.

McKay, 1967.
McKay, 1970.

Wheels. McKay, 1969.
Spier.

Mnah'fi Ark.

Steiner, Charlotte. I Am Andy. Knopf, 1961.
Sugano, Yoshikatsu. The Kittens Adventure.

McGraw-Hill, 1971.

Sugita, Yutaka. Goodnight 1. 2. 3. Scroll Press, 1971.
Friend Little John and Me.

McGraw-Hill, 1973.

Turkle, Brinton. Deep in the Forest. Dutton, 1976.
Ueno, Noriko. Elephant Buttons. Harper, 1973.

Ungerer, Tomi. One. Two. Three. Harper, 1964.
.

One. Two. Where's

Shoe.

Harper, 1964.

——_. Snail. Where Are You? Harper, 1962.
Ward, Lynd. The silver Pony. Houghton Mifflin, 1973.

Wezel, Peter. Good Bird. Harper, 1966.
Windriska, William. A Long Piece of String. Holt, 1963.

Winter, Paula. The Bear and the Fly. Crown, 1976.
Credit given to Teachers Using Whole Language (TUWL), UMC,
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File Folder Project

Ihe teacher will give a file folder to each child. As a prewriting
strat:egy, the students draw a large picture of whatever they would like/

on the middle, right side of the folder. When the file folder is
opened, the picture is seen.

Tuesday, the children write a rough draft about their drawing.
Wednesday and Thursday are spent revising and proofreading. On Friday,
the story is recopied onto the front of the folder, after it has been
cut into strips. One line is written per strip.

1
-——

As the children read their story in front of the class, a strip is
opened as each line is read. The picture appears slowly.
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Field Trips

When the class goes on field tripSf the teacher should collect
brochures, pictures, postcards, and anything else she can get her hands
on.

The children write about the trip and a class book is nade vhen
finished.

Pc^Up Books

If the school or the district office has die cutter machines, cut

out several designs. One for each child is needed. The children choose

one for their writing topic and brainstorm a list of words on paper

about the design. The children go through the five—step process of
writing.

To publish, a 9 X 12 inch piece of construction paper is needed
along with white writing paper, fflie writing paper is centered and glued
to the construction paper. The paper is now folded in half so that the
notebook paper is on the inside. TVo parallel cuts are made on the left

side, like illustrated on the next page. Glue the cut-cMJt on the cut
strip when the book is open. The design pops tp vdienever the book is

opened. The children write their final drafts around the cut-out
figure.
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Fold

n

I »
I

I

Shape Books

Shape books can be constructed by the children during spare time or
tiie teacher may decide to use them for a regular writing assignment. If
the district has a die cutter machine, where the teacher can cut out

shapeSf it makes cute little mini-books. Another way to make Shape

books is to ditto off pictures, so the children can cut around the shape
and make a book. Using construction paper, a child can make a book in
any shape she likes.

Ifewspaper Interview

The interview is a great way to inspire writing. The teacher would

out the lesson by having the children decide who they would
interview and why someone else would want to read a story about that

person. Hie interview questions would include who, »^t, tdiere, vrtien,
vdiy and how. As a prewriting strategy, the following ditto can be used.

Hie rough draft can be drawn from the answers written on the ditto^
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TOPIC:

WHO:_
WHAT:

WHERE:
WHEN:
WHY:
HOW:

NAME:
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Magic Eye

The magic eye technique encourages class discussion for a prewriting
strategy.

Bie teacher needs a large poster of an interesting topic. Ihe
poster is then covered with paper all except for an eye shape cut out

from a strategic point. This can then lead to a discussion and
prediction. Uie picture is shown before writing takes place.

Hot Potato Stories

Hot potato writing encourages peer reading and editing. The teacher

starts a sentence. The children write until the teacher claps. At that
time, the children pass their stories to the right and read what has

been written. From here, the children continue the story until there is
another clap. After repeating six or seven times, the stories are read
aloud.

Class Pictures

Using the small class pictures that are left over after doing cuum

folders, autobiograpiiies can be written. The picture is glued to a
piece of paper, and each child writes her final draft on that page. A
class book can be made and set out at Open House.

TO motivate autcbiography writing, several can be read orally to the
class such as Helen Keller.
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Creature Stories

Buy the erasers that are shaped like creatures and sP^CBnen. The
children choose a Creature from the creature can to write about. The

skill of fiction and fanciful stories can be taught at the same time.
The children can use a shoebox and put their creature in some type of
surroundings. The stories can be attached to the shOebox.

Alphabet Story

A

long time ago there lived a mule.

B

efore he could think out

C

ame a mean tiger who

D

id not like him.

E

at the mule but

F

elt he would taste poorly.

G

racefully, he walked away to

H

esitate and think about what

I

t should do.

He tried to

J

K
L

M

Continue story to the letter Z.
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Create a Beast

Have the children create the meanest, fiercest, ugliest monster they
can on a sheet of construction paper. While writing the stories, the

children must be specific with details, color, capabilities, and
conparisons to other things the readers will recognize.

Me Books

The children draw a shape of th^iselves on posterboard and color it

in. A mini-book is cut out and attached to the tumny area of the
drawing. The final draft of a story about themselves is written in the
mini-book.

Create a Character

The children can actually make a character out of paper mache or

clay. Adventure stories are usually fantastic after the children have
actually created the character themselves.

Interview

The teacher should read a well-known fairy tale orally such as "Ihe

Three Bears." One child plays each character and another child
role-models a reporter who is interviewing the characters. After

awhile, the students switch positions. Ihe writing will come after the
role-playing.
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Cubing

2he child chooses any topic and considers it from six points of
view:

1) Describe it — look at the subject closely and describe what is
seen. Tell about its colors, shapes, sizes, etc.

2) Conpare it - what is it similar to? What is it different from?

3) Associate it ^ What does it make you think of? Tiroes, places,
people?

4) Analyze it — Tell,how it is made. If you do not know, make it

5) Apply it - Tell vtet you can do with it and how it can be used.
6)

ArqiiP for or against it - Take a Stand.

For a publishing cube, make several patterns, like illustrated
below, CHat of posterboard. The children will trace the patterns onto 8

X 12 inch construction paper. Hie stories are written on the cube, one
point of view per side. The cubes can be laminated for durability.

Jj
(■
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Want Ad

Read Shel Silverstein's poem, "Sister For Sale." The teacher should
give the children samples of want ads and review the vocabulary. The

children choose a person tlat they would like to sell. Remind the

children that they need to tell only the good qualities of that person
if they hope to make a sale.

Trashcan History

The teacher should save the trash from the day before. Go through

the trash together as a class and list everything found.
The children are to then write the history of the class for that

specific day. Biis used in conjunction with Social Studies can help
children understand that history is not complete. It is only what is
found from remains.

ABC Books

Any topic can be used with ABC books. Each child chooses a letter

of the alphabet and writes about the topic using that letter.
For example, if the topic is on pets, the child with the letter A

may write about alligators or armadillos. A class book is assembled
when they are finished.

A
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Going With The Flow

Teachable moments occur when one least expects them to. Grab at
chance events Such as a hot air ballon, an accident on the playground, a

spring snowstorm, the death of a classroom pet, the birth of a baby.
These chance events can stimulate some of the best writing.

Pantomime

Have the children choose an animal. Uirough movement, the children

become that animal and move around the room. Movement can motivate
children into writing sane wonderful stories.

Listen to Songs

Listen to songs, then change words, add a verse, invent titles, or

design record covers. Listen to Carole King's "You've Got a Friend,"
and write; a word portrait of an ideal friend, an essay on friendship,

a tribute to your best friend, or a list of 10 friendly things to do.
If you have the children listen to wordless music, let the melodies

stimulate: word lists, lines and jAirases, lyrics, feelings,
word-images, a letter, a protest, a poem, or a slogan.
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Charting Words

The teacher can make word charts of different kinds of topics. For
exanple, in order to help students use more than the word 'said' when

writing dialogue, the class can make a large chart of other words. Some
of the words may be replied, retorted, questioned, asked, screamed, etc.

The children will ccxne up with several words. Another example would be
a chart of exciting verbs.

The word Charts can be done on square pieces of posterboard, or made
into a word wheel as follows:

^

\Remarked

Exclaimed^

I

Whispered

i

Said

Cried

I

^/Hollered
Spoke
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Silly Word Lists Book

Have the children make a different list each day for a week. The
lists can then be made into a published book. Some exairples are:
1)

No homework excuses

2) Ways children can earn money

3) Tell v^opper lies
4) Strange sandwiches
5)

Ice-cream flavors

Source: Marairtaa/ Naria. Terrace Elementary School Teacher

Exact Directions

Bie teacher asks the students to write exact directions on how to
make a peanut butter sandwich. More than likely, the directions will

not be clear, and the teacher can actually demonstrate how to make the
Sandwich in front of the class using their directions. Since the

directions might not be specific, the teacher can make several funny
mistakes. The children learn that they must be clear and specific.
Source: Paynter, Bettie. Terrace Elementary School Teacher
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Memory Searches

Mien children have trouble finding topics to write about, teach them
to play this game. Pretend to be looking at a movie of your life, or

that you are in a time warp machine and going back to the past. List
three personal experiences that seCTi to stand out. Hiink about each

topic. Make a list of key words to help you remember things that
happened. Choose the topic that you seem to remember the most about.

Time Line

Make a time line of your life. Begin with the date of birth,

include the most important things that have happened to you up to the
present time. You may want to have the children consult with a parent

and plan carefully how they will space the time line. Art can be
attached at each point on the line.
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Character

Setting

Plot

Rough Draft For Fairy Tales

Once upon a time

One day

Suddenly

Before long

At last

and they lived happily ever after.

Source: Inland Area Writing Project

0
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TALL TALES

Write TALL TALES on a story strip
that grows taller as you s-t-r-e-t-c-h
your story to read it!

Glue

©
Tagboard
Brass brads

A
Story strip

(For penguin,
it should be
no wider than

©

3\")

crayons/markers

Glue top of story strip to back
of head.

Color wings on story strip.
Write "TALL TALE" down middle

of story strip.

Accordian pleat story strip.
Glue story strip to back of

body.

Make sure it does not

extend below wing tips.
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Qiristnas Writing Center

The teacher makes a bulletin board for Christnas which includes

eight pockets. On the front of each pocket, a story topic is written.

The story topics are given on the following page. Each pocket contains
one ditto for every student in the class. Each ditto has a place for a

picture and writing i^ce.

Each student is given a red or green folder with the can^ cane
page that follows stapled to the top. As the stories are written, they

are put in the folder for grading. When the teacher puts a happy face
on the top of the page, that stripe is colored red by the student. When

all eight stripes are colored, a candy cane can be given to the student.
This author does this center with her class every year and starts

it right after Thanksgiving vacation. This way, there are three weeks
for the students to finish. During these three weeks, the five-step
writing process is not done.
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DIRECTIONS:

WHte astoryfor each lopic. When youseea happyface althe top of your
stor/,colorthat stripe red.

Lost

Reindeer

Story

Elf

Story

Dream Story

Letter-

to Santa

Celebrating
Christmas

The

Christmas
Tree

The Joy
of Giving

Snow

Story

NAME:
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Rewrite Qn Top of Spaghetti

Directions: Fill in the blanks with new words to make a new song.
The words in the boxes must rhyme for each verse.

On top of

ID

All
I

n

When
It _
And

And then

n

Got
It

n

And
And then
Was

o

'

Ihe

n

As

And then

Was

.

D

To

With _

n

It

And _

o

So if
All
And

n
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Vfelk Into a Picture

Bie teacher collects posters of interesting discussion topics. Ihe
children imagine themselves in the situation depicted on the poster.

Bie use of the five senses and discussion leads to a flow of good
writing ideas.

Biree Boxes

The teacher covers three boxes with contact paper. One box is

labeled, "Qiaracters." The second box is labeled, "Setting." The third
box is labeled, "Event." The children reach into the boxes and take a

paper from each one. These papers, with the situations on them, become
their story lines. The stories are usually funny and it is a no-fail
favorite.

Message in a Bottle

The teacher needs to roll up a piece of paper with something about

the class written on tiie inside, but not show the children vrfiat it says.
The paper is put in a bottle. The class brainstorms about what it might

say. Tlte children can develop their own characters and plots to write
adventure stories.
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People Recipes

Use personal traits in the style of a recipe. Biis will help
children discover their own unique qualities.
Use this activity after a cooking lesson where the students learn

about recipe terms such as teaspoons, tablespoons, cups, mix, dash, etc.
Have the children give their descriptions as a recipe. Hand out

actual recipe cards or a ditto of one. These could be made into a class
recipe book.

Recipe for Sally
2 Ttosp. beauty
1 tsp. niceness

Dash of giggles

A pint of hugs
Mix the beauty and niceness. Add a dash of giggles and a

few hugs. Bake well with lots of love from the family.
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Plays arid Puppet Shows

Bie children can take any story and nake a script for a puppet show
or a play. Bie teacher can groL^ the children as needed and actually

perform tiie shows, A flannel board show is another way to perform
pieces.

Drawing Ideas

A fantastic way to motivate writing is through art. Some exarrples

of prewriting art strategies follows;

1) Squiggly line - the teacher puts a squiggly line on paper for
each student. Ihe children change the line into a picture.

2) Plastic

~ Glue two plastic eyes onto art paper. The

children will make it into a character.

Sctuares, circles, triangles - put a Shape somewhere on a paper.
Do one for each child. Hie children will turn it into a picture.

4) Fabric - use fabric to dress characters. Orr the children can
choose a scrap of cloth from a can and feel/smell it. Hieir

imaginations can run away with tiiem. Brainstorm ideas about where the
cloth might have come from, who it belongs to now and vrfiy it looks the
way it does.
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Parts of a Story

Clinax;

Points of

iRising Action
Points

of Falling
ain Idea

Characters:

Action

Setting:

Ihis diagram can be put on a laminated elassrooom chart and/or a
ditto.

Tlie best way to teach the parts to a story is to have the children
read already written pieces and break them into parts. From here, the

children can write their stories in the above format.

Source: /PHp Rpadlna Teacher. March, 1982,
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Parts of a Book

In addition to teaching the parts of a story, it is also inportant
to teach the parts of a book:
1)

Bie Cover

2) Title Page

3) Table of Contents (if appropriate)
4)

About the Author

5) Story Pages
6) Glossary (if appropriate)

Travel Brochure

Uie children will cut out several pictures from magazines.

Together the class can brainstorm some exciting verbs on the board. The
children will write their own travel brochure.

Grid Writing

In grid writing, the teacher is designing a predictable story for

the children. Grid writing can be used in an infinite number of ways
such as parts of speech, music, adjectives, direction, etc.

Example;

I peeked

out

the window—What did I see?

I peeked

over

the wall—What did I see?

I peeked

the

—What did I see?

1. duck waddling away from me.

2. little eyes looking at me

When reading orally, choose children to play different parts.
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A Strange Visitor

Ask a good friend of yours to visit your classroom. Biis person
must be someone the children have never seen before.

Uie visitor will

walk in at a specific time and disrupt the class. Ma^ this person can
jump up and down, yell, throw a few things and hop

on something.

Then the strange visitor leaves.

Ohe teacher acts amazed through all of this and tells the children
that tiie police will need a description of the stranger and will want to

know exactly what happened. The children can write two descriptive
paragraphs. A picture for the police might be helpful also.

After the writing is complete, the teacher will of course tell the
children the truth. Most realize it was a joke from the start. It is a
fun assignment however, and it is unbelievable how different all of the
descriptions come out.
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Biblioaranhv for Moi-ivatino Writing

Anderson, Karen. What's the matter. Svlvie. Can't vou Ride? PiaT
Press, New York, 1981. (Learning to ride a bike)
Blaine, Marge. The Terrible Thing That Happened at Our Housp.

Parents' Magazine Press, 1975. (Mom goes back to work)

Brown, Margaret. The Important Bnnk, Harper and Row, 1949. (Great
model for writing paragraphs)

Charlip, Remy. What (Sood Luck1 What Bad Luckl Scholastic Book
Services, 1969. (Things that can go wrong)

Kipling, Rudyard. Just So stories. Doubleday, 1912.
Levy, Elizabeth. Nice Little Girls. Delacorte Press, 1974. (Roles
of girls and boys)

Mayer, Mercer. Just For You, Golden Press, 1975. (The mishaps of
a child trying to be helpful)

—• There's A Nightmare In Mv Closet. Dial Press, 1968.
(Qiildren's nightmares)

O'Neill, Mary. Hailstones and Halibut Bones. Double Day, 1961.
(Feelings of color)

Stanek, Muriel. I Won't (So Without A Father. Whitman & Co., 1972.
(No father in the home)

Steig, William. Sylvester and the Magic Pebble. Windmill Books,
1969.

(Wishes)

Release, Jim. The Read Aloud Handbook. Penguin Handbooks, 1982.
Viorst, Judith.

Alexander and the Terrible. Horrible. Nn Good. Verv
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Bad Day, Atheneum. 1972.

(Rotten days)

Ohe Tenth Good Thing About Barney. Atheneum, 1978.
(Deals with the death of a pet)

Waber, Bernard. Ira Sleeps Over. Houghton Mifflin, 1972. (A boy's
attachment to his ted<^ bear)

Williams, Margery. The Velveteen Rabbit. Doubleday, 1921. (Life of
a toy that is loved)

Young Miriam. Jellv Beans for Breakfast. Random House, 1968. (Life
without rules)

Zolotow, Charlotte. Ihe Hating Book. Scholastic Book Services, 1969.
(Anger)

—_. If It Weren't For You. Harper & Row, 1966. (If a
child didn't have to share with siblings)

Mv Friend John. Harper Row, 1968. (Characteristics of
a friend)

. SQinnoday, Harper and Row, 1965. (Dreams and aspirations)
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Prewriting Organizational Techniques

C-2

Name

Date

ELftNNINS MY glDRY

I am going to write about tJie time I

A good beginning might be

A good ending might be

Here are some details I will include to make the story real to my
readers.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Source: HoUghton Mifflin

VSHN DIAGRAM

C-3

C-4

Color-Code Categorizing

One way to help children organize their thoughts is to discuss a
topic orally with the whole class and write a word-idea bank on the

board. At this point, the class will color code the words with colored
chalk. For exanple, if the topic is on canping and the children have
several words on the board, the class can decide on three or four

categories that the words will fit in. Hie categories for canping may

be things to take (red), things to see (blue), and things to do (green).
As a class, decide which words go under which category and underline

that word with the appropriate color. Hie colors will help the children
to see what the three paragraphs will include.

Wefcbing/Clustering/Mapping
Wettoing is a way to organize content around a theme or topic. What

is more, it organizes a subject visually. Students will be able to
refer to a web to show detail and to organize their thoughts.

Hie children choose a nucleus word and put it in the center circle.
Ideas are written around the nucleus in smaller circles connected by

lines. If more ideas flow from an association to another word, smaller
circles are drawn around these words.

On the next five pages are some samples of clustering, webbing and
mapping. Htiese samples can be put on a ditto for the children if the

teacher wants to, or they can be put on a laminated chart.
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"O

Nucleus

Word

G-6

'd

Nucleus Word
Idea

6.®

Nucleus Word

o

Nucleus Word

^New

Idea

Idea

New

Idea

0
1
00

Idea

4t

Qi

9>

Qi

Nucleus

Word

Idea

n
I
vo

USING YOUR SENSES

Subject:
I

Name:

U

Looks like:

I

Sounds like:

I

Smells like:

Source:

Tastes like:

Robbins, Sandy.

Feels like:

CSUSB Conference

D-1

BOUGH DRAFT

STUDENT

Total words written

Grade level

Conventional spellings
Functional spellings

Oi
CO

CO

Q

f
to

o

CO

d a

s;

CO

s
a

»

COMKEKTS;

D-2

i T.W.
T.w..

%
%

E-1

REVISION

E-2

Revision Skills
1. Cut what is not needed.
2. Add what is needed.

3. Improve order.
4. Check Facts.

5. Improve word choice.
6. Improve sentences.
7. Add

SOURCE:For the Love of Editing
THIS CAN BE MADE INTO A CHARTTO HANG IN THE CLASSROOM
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Response Form - Pairs

Writer's Name:

Your Name:
Date:

■

What is your favorite part of the story?

What is unclear in the story?

Do you have any suggestions to help improve the story?

E-4

Response Form - Group

Author's Name

1.

Date;

First Reading (Reader's Name)
Is the paper neat? ________

C>an you read the paper?

2,

Second Reading (Reader's Name)

Which part of the story do you like best and why?

Does any part not make sense?

3.

Third Reading (Reader's Name)

Does each sentence end with the proper punctuation? Do not
write on the paper. Tell the author which line or lines the

mistakes are in,

,

Can you find any spelling errors? Write the line number here.

F-1

PPDOFREftDING

F-2

Proofreading Maries
MARK

EXPLANATION

INDENTOR BEGIN A NEW
PARAGRAPH

ADD

DELETE(TAKE OUT)

CAPITAL TO SMALL

SMALL TO CAPITAL

CHANGE WORD OR SPELLING

MOVE

SOURCES;Forthe Love of Editingand Houghton Miffiin Company
THISCAN BE M>^EINTO ACHART TO HANGIN THECLASSROOM

F-3

Nan»e

—____________ Date:

Proofreading Checklist

Does your paper have mistakes that might make it difficult to read and

understand? Pead each guestion below. TSien check your paper. Correct
any mistakes you find. After you have corrected them^ put a check mark
in the box next to the question.

D 1* Did I spell all words correctly?
Q 2. Did I indent each paragrajii?

D 3. Does each sentence state a complete thought?
D

4. Are there any run-on sentences?

Q

5. Did I begin each sentence with a capital
letter?

D 6. Did I capitalize all proper nouns?

D 7. Did I end each sentence with the correct end
mark?

[] 8. Did I use commas, apostrophes, and quotation
marks correctly?

Source: Houghton Mifflin
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Kent Gill's Convention Plan

Bie following plan is for teaching conventions during the
proofreading stage. Kent Gill, from Davis, California developed this
plan.

Steps;

1. Use a sentence which has a number of problems in it.
2.

Dictate the sentence to the students.

3. For each sentence, ask a series of yes-no questions about
spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

4. About three sentences can be done at each session.
5. State the mechanic rule as you ask the question.

6. Students answer yes or no on their paper as each question
is asked, correct their paper, and rewrite the sentence
correctly.

Example;

The boy yelled, "Leave me alone1"
Ask:

1. Did you start the sentence with a capital?
2. Did you put a comma after 'yelled?'

3. Did you spell leave, 1-e-a-v-e ?
4. Do you have an exclamation point after 'alone' to ir^icate

the strength of feeling with vdiich it was said?
5. Did you mark the spoken words with a set of quotes?
6. Did you capitalize leave as the first word of a direct
quotation?

On the following page is a sample of the ditto the children need.
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ISsoejL
1.

1.

4.

2.
3.

6.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

2.

3.
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Uiree Daily Sentences

The teacher will put three sentences on the board daily. Write the
sentences with several convention errors. The class will go over the

sentences orally using colored chalk and the correct proofreading narks.
The children love to coine up to the board ard correct the mistakes. The

students check their papers as the corrections are made on the board.
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PUBLISHING
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1.CUT 2CARDBOARDS 8"X 9"

5.CUT PAPER SLIGHTLY SMALLER THAN
INSIDE OF OPEN COVER. FOLD PAGES.

2.PLACE CLOTH,WALLPAPER OR CONTACT
PAPER FACEDOWN LEAVING 1/4" SPACE
BETWEEN THE TWO PIECES. CONNECT
INSIDE EDGES WITH A STRIP OFWHITE
CONTACT PAPER.

N

6.SEWIN AND OUT THROUGH ALL PAGES
(AT FOLD)OR USE A LARGE STITCH ON A
SEWING MACHINE.

7.PLACE SEWED PAGESINTO COVER,
WITH STITCHESIN SPACE BETWEEN
CARDBOARDS. GLUE FIRST AND LAST
3. FOLD CORNERSO VER AND GLUE

PAGESTO COVER,MAKING ENDPAPERS.

MAKING HARD
COVERED BOOKS
4.FOLD SIDES UP AND GLUE.

G-4

1.FOLD PAPER IN HALF TO FORM PAGES

7.WITHIRON,PRESSCARDBOARD IN A FEW
PLACES TO HOLD IN PLACE. FOLD IN

CORNERS(A),THEN FOLD BOTTOM UP ANDIRON
FOLD IN EACH SIDE ANDIRON. FOLD DOWN TOP
AND IRON(B).

f—1r—^

LEAVE PENCIL WIDTH
-SPACE BETWEEN
1
CARDBOARD
PIECES

2.SEW DOWN THE CENTER(ON FOLD)WITH
NEEDLEANDTHREAD,

L-—^

x

A

3.CUT CLOTH OR WALLPAPER ONEINCH L-^flGER
B

TH/^ BOOK PAGES.

BOOK MAKING DIMENSIONS

I

0NECL0TH8 1/2"X 13"
ONEDRVMOUNT 11 1/4"X7 1/4"

TWO PIECE3CARDBOARD 4 1/2"X 5 1/2"

WHITE PAPER AND/OR COLORED PAPER FOR
PAGES 8 1/2"X 5"

4.CUT TWO PIECES OF CARDBOARD SLIGHTLY
LARGER TH/6N BOOK PAGlES.

ONEDRYMOUNT 8 1/8"X 4 3/4"

CARDBOARD
PAGES
CLOTH

5.CUT A PIECE OF DRYMOUNT TO FIT BETWEEN
THE CLOTH AND CARDBOARD.

6.LAY CLOTH FLAT,PLACE DRY MOUNTON TOP,
THEN CARDBOARD PIECES.
■DRYMOUNT
■CLOTH
:CARDBOARD

BOOK-MAKING
WITH DRYMOUNT
(DRYMOUNT IS AVALABLE AT MOST

PHOTO SUPPLY STORES)

SOURCE: JACQUE WUERTENBERG
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Plank Books

Plank books are nade with two pieces of thin plywood, vAiich is 3/16

inches thick, A hole is drilled into the top, left corner of each

piece, Ihe story needs to have holes punched into the same place on the
top, left corner, Uie book is held together by a key chain or notdDook
ring, ihe front can be decorated with paint, stickers or crayon.

Plastic -Ihread Binding

To bind books with plastic thread, use two pieces of construction
paper or cardboard 6x9 inches. Insert the story in between the

cardboard, Hie teacher needs to have a coiib-binding hole punch. Hie

thread is pulled through each hole from the back. When at the end, the
student laces the thread back through all the holes again in the
opposite direction. An X-shape will be formed at each hole. Tie off
the end in a knot.
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PAGE 8

PAGE 7

PAGE 5

PAGE 6

DIRECTIONS:Cut on the dotted lines.

Line up the dots and tape.
Fold on each line.
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PAGE 4

PAGE 1

PAGE 3

PAGE 2
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1.CUT AN 18"X 12"SHEET OF CONSTRUCTION
PAPER IN HALF LENGTHWISE.

S"

2.FOLD THE TWO STRIPSIN HALF TWICE.
THIS WILL CREATE AN ACCORDION PATTERN.

3.ATTACH THE TWO FOLDED STRIPS WITH
CLEAR CELLOPHANE TAPE TO FORM A SIXTEEN
SECTION ACCORDION STRIP WITH EIGHT SECTIONS
ON EACH SIDE. DO NOT ALLOW THE STRIPS
TO OVERLAP.

TAPE

4.PASTE SIXTEEN 5 1/2"X4"PIECES PAPER,ONE
ON EACH SECTION,ON TO BOTH SIDES OF THE
FOLDED STRIP.

ACCORDION BOOKS
SOURCE:LORETTA M.CEASAR STRIPLIN

5.THE FRONT PAGE WILL BE THE TITLE PAGE.
THE BACK PAGE WILL BE ABOUT THE AUTHOR.
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Adding Machine Tape

For a change, the children can recopy their stories coito adding
nachine tape.

Another way to use adding machine tape is to have the children
write a kernel sentence such as, "The dog ran," Ihe children can see
how long they can make the sentence.

Banner

Stories can be made into banners instead of the usual publishing.
It is a nice cdiange for the children.

Song Books

Ttie children can make up songs or use songs they like to sing. The
song should be illustrated frame-by-frame. The words are then written
on the picture and made into a class book.

Slide Show

Have the children illustrate songs they will perform

frameHDy-frame. Ohe words are not written on the pictures. Slide
pictures are taken of the art work

using an Ektagraphic camera. A

slide show is put on as the children are singing.

H-1

STORy STARTERS, TDPIGS, WHAT IF .

For the Creative Writing Center

H-2

Ambiguity Is The Parent of Decision

Here are some exairples of ambiguous assignments designed to
challenge students to make their own decisions about how to respond.
* Invent an odor.

* Stare at something for five minutes and explain vhat you learned.
* Invent a new language and a form of writing it.

* Prove that the earth is moving.
* Make a potato beautiful.

* Ej^lain time.

* Design a better human being.
* Make a puzzle with no pieces.

* Make a map of your emotions.
* Draw a picture of democracy.

* Create a dance that explains arithmetic.
* Bring five examples of past, present, and future in from the
playground.

* Show five different kinds of energy.
* Make sense out of something that is perfectly sensible.

* Explain air to a two-year-old.
* Invent something impossible.

* Demonstrate infinity.
* Describe the sound that woix3ering makes.

* Make sense out of something that doesn't make sense.
Source: Bob Samples, Learning. i^ril/May 1984
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Sentence Starters

1. You know it is the first day of school when.,.

2. You can tell it is back to school night because...
3. Being in Miss Nagle's class is like...

4. CSiristmas (or any holiday) means...
5. You know it is going to be a long day when...

6. You sense the principal is in the room when...
7. Writing assignments remind me of...

8. I love iry parents vdien...
9. I wish my teacher would...

10. I feel most important when...
11.

Ways I am alike or different from others...

12. I get angry v^en...
13. Girls/boys are like...

14. People Uiink I am...
15.

I hate it when...

16.

I feel sad when...

17.

Nighttime is like...

18. Before I could yell for help...
19.

If I do not catch the last bus I will...

20. Boy, was I surprised when I opened the door to ny classroom and
saw...

21. If I do not get there on time...
22. Right in the middle of the farmer's field...
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23. Coining right down the middle of the street...

24. All the kids on the hike got scared when...
25. As the fire began to spread we looked for...

26. As it came slowly toward me...
27. Floating down the river we saw...

28. After many unsuccessful tries we finally...
29. When somdxx^ left the gate open...

30. Suddenlyr the door slammed and...
31. Joe watched the old man trying to...

32. I turned around quickly and saw...
33. You open a bottle and a genie appears to grant you three wishes.

34. You drink a potion that makes you one inch tall...
35. For your birthday you receive a crystal ball. You look...

36. Your teacher arrives at school wearing roller skates. You knew
today...

37. It upsets me so much when I can not...
38. Most people do not know that I...

39. When I am angry, I always...
40. I become the angriest when...

41. I do not like nyself vrtien...
42. I remeirber being happiest when...

43. I am a cluirp of clay...
44.

I am a diamond...

45. I feel like screaming when...
46. lliis morning v^en I woke up, I was six inches tall...
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47.

I am a shoe...

48. I am walking on velvet...
49.

If families would...

50. When I Was ^11, I used to think..
51. I am full of goose pimples because.

52. I expect ity friends to...
53.

I was so embarrassed when...
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What if...

1. You began life as an old nan or woman and died as a baby?

2. War and killing people were okay and peace and friendship were
wrong?

3. Human beings did not die?
4.

Television was the cause of cancer?

5. Your parents were your children?
6. You were one of the stone faces carved out of Mt. Rushmore?

7. ahe force of gravity stopped twenty miles above the earth?
8. Everyone in the world spoke the same language?

9. Mosquito bites were poisonous?
10. Human beings could only live in water?

11. All the answers were given to man and he had to find the questions?
12.

Baldness was coitmon in women?

13. Humans had 10 senses, not five. What are they?
14. Your body needed 20 hours of sleep at night?

15. Every family in the world lived on a separate island?
16. Humans have three senses, not five. What are they?

17. Your ears were where your eyes are and your eyes were
where your ears are?

18. You were President of the United States?
19. You knew your future?

20. The only color in the world was white?
21. Chairs had ruttoer legs?
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22.

Toys could talk?

23. Things disappeared vhen we touched them?
24. It rained every Saturday?
25. Your pet could talk?
26.

Animal crackers came to life?

27. You could be a small fairy?
28. Tomorrow you looked like someone else?

29. You found a dragon in your bathtub?
30. I had eyes on ity fingers?

31. Everyone had four arms?

32. You are a pencil vhose person has to write a 1000-word essay?
33. You are a park bench on a sunny day?

34. You are a traffic light at a busy intersection?
35. You are a rocking chair in an old lady's house?

36. You are a piano whose person hates to practice?
37. You are a fire cracker on the 4th of July?

38. You are a yo-yo in a yo-yo contest?
39. You are a football in a raudk^ game?

40. You are a piece of bubble gum which has been chewed all day?
41. You are a cake at a picnic on the look-out for ants?

42. You are a wool coat in a closet with a hungry moth?
43. You are a kite vho gets loose on a windjy day?

44. You are a ball of yarn a playful kitten has found?

45. You are a camera in a drugstore who secretly taicpp pictures of
people?
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46. You are a baseball bat in a little league game?

47. I were as small as ny thunb?
48. I were a bug?

49. I were ny mother? I would let...
50.

I were an old car?

51. I were a soccer ball?

52. I were a new pair of shoes?
53.

The world were all water?
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Topics

1. Bie Thing ®iat Ate Cities

2. How a Muimy Changed % Life
3. The %stery of the Missing Monster

4. The Thing I Created
5. The girl Who Could Change

6. Skeletons Are Following Mel
7.

Invent a machine.

8.

Invent an animal.

9. You are visiting a space station for the first time. When you
arrive, you learn that an exploring party to Mars has found life
and will bring back guests.

10. Choose a goal, like a career or a special achievement such as being
the best runner or ©mnast. How would you achieve the goal? What

problems might you face? How would you feel after?
11.

Favorite foods.

12. Places you have been.

13. You are standing on skis at the top of a snowy slope in the
mountains.

14. What you think you will be like When you are 40.
15. Write about your classroom.

16. Write an ad to sell your pencil.
17. You are trapped in an elevator.

18. List the qualities you think a good teacher should have.
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19. Write about the color you feel like today.

20. Write a letter to your favorite Disneyland character.
21. Write a letter to your best friend.

22. Write a letter to a far away friend.
23. If you could meet anyone you wanted, who would it be? Why?

24. Today you are an ant. Write a story abcHit what you will do
all day.

25. Describe vdiat it would be like to live in a small mountain cabin.
26. Which weighs more, a scream or a bag of potatoes? Explain your
answer.

27. If you had a magic carpet, vrtiere would you go?
28. Write a story about a Volkswagon.

29. Write a story about a comic strip.
30. Suppose someone left you a million dollars. Make a list of what
you would do.

31. You are the principal. Write new rules for air school.

32. Think about a problem in our school or class. Write what you would
do about it.

33. You look out of the porthole of your ship and imagine you are
a giant finger scraping along side the ship. Write about your
experience.

34. Tell about a playground accident you saw.
35. Write about an experience in the dentist's office.
36. What does a star feel like?

37. How did the camel get his hunps?
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38. The sun is tired and will not come out. Write a letter and nake
him come out.

39. Write a fairy tale.

40. I am a streak of lightening.

41. Which is angrier the kitchen or the living room? Tell why.

42. What might happen if you could only take giant steps?
43. Tell about an article of clothing that you would like to have.

44. What would happen if everyone's hair turned green overnight?
45.

Write about a man that is 12 feet tall.

46. What animal would you like to be and why?
Source;

Alvord Unified School District
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Poetry

1-2

Thinking About Numbers
My favorite number is one

It looks like a honeybun
Next is four
It can snore.

Make it rhyme.
Now you try;

My favorite number is

It looks like

Next is
11 can

1-3
Noun and Verb Poems
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These can be arranged in such a way as to picture
their meanings.

Just arrange the letters of a word

or words in the form of the word's meaning.

Since verbs show action, your poem might do
the same.

A *
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Telephone Number Ptv^ms

The number determines the syllables,

Sanple:

6 There once was a po«n
6 about a telephone.
1

The

3

writer tried

2

to make

6 it ring but all he got
9 for all his work was a wrong number.

You can write a long distance poem, 1-376-621-3269.

TWo-Word Poems

You may have as many lines as you wish, but you are only allowed two
words to a line.

Sample:

Must have comtnas.

Peanut butter.
Sticky stuff.

Tastes good,
want lots.

So full.
Mow sick.

1-5

Sept: Vprse

Syllables: (1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1)

Sairple:

Cute
Little

Barking dog
With a big moutdi

Opening
To make
Sounds

Septet Verse

Syllables: (3, 5, 1, 9, 1, 5, 3)

Sanple:

Golden moon

Now fading away,

Kie black clouds are now clutching
Uieir grasping hands reaching around you.
Your brightness diirsner, dimmer
Coirpletely fading.
Golden moon.

1-6

Haiku

The art of painting with words. Uses emotion, insight.

imaginationf XBtyrSf and still heart of things,
Siortf unrhymed verse that deals with the five senses and nature.

Oriental verse of 3 lines and 17 syllables (5, 7, 5). Haiku is like
making notes of things we see. They are moments to renneirberr like a
snapshot.

Samples;

Broken time and time
Again on Uie sea the moon

So easily mends

Dried by my tears of

Gratitude the naple leaves
Fall on the damp ground

Over the snowy
Forest the angry winds howl
With no leaves to fall

1-7

Tanka Vprse

Oriental verse built onto Haiku.

31 syllables (5, 1, 5, 1, 7)
Mood is fragile and you can tell more of a story.
*Ghain tankas my also be mde.

Sanples:

Looking in the sky

I saw a bright, falling star
Zooming through the dark

% mistake—it's an airplane
With its blinking lights so bright.

The dew is kissing
The dainty queen butterfly
She is a monarch

In her robes of black and gold

She always reigns in glory.

1-8

Qiwi-rain

4 lines

Either 2nd and 4th lines rhyme sr. 1st and 2nd, 3rd-4th.

Saiiples:

Hippety hop to the barber shop,

TO get a Stick of candy.
One for you and one for irie,

Md one for sister Mandy.

Peter, Peter, puirpkin eater.

Had a wife and couldn't keep her;
He put her in a punp^in shell.

And there he kept her very well.

Quintet Verse

Syllables - (3, 5, 7, 9, 3)

Sanple:

Nev^rn Deer
In the woods

Behind the tall trees

Hides a baby fawn so liitp

Who tries to stand on its wottoly legs
And succeeds

1-9

T.anff>rnP Pp^nS

A poem written in i^llables that look like a Japanese lanterne.
(1, 2, 3, 4,1).

Ify

panda

is black, white,
soft, a cuddly
bear.

I-IO

Shaped Poems

A cloud

Pretty

IS

on

very

some

sunny days
d

rainy
drippy day
louds are sad and gray

And
The

on

But some

are

And white
Just before
Dark

ni

bright
dark

ght

Alone

Amidst the

Burning desert
Sands it stands a
Monument to our man's

Not so monumental history

The
Great

Big
Bal

bounced

down

the

stairs

I-ll

nn^r.p^t-pr Vprj=;0,c;/fil]itiprat-inn

Qipose a letter Of the alphabet for almost all words.

Sample:

Funny, fat Fred

Fell fumbling for the football
Forgetting friend Francis

Failing for the first.

Acroatins

Acrostics are poems that go up and down. All you do is think of a
word and write it going down. It does not have to rhyme. They can have
as many words as you like.

Crunchy, munchy
Oh so sweet

Oodles of chocolate and nuts
Kids love theml

Yummy> chocolate chip cookies!

Poet Tree Bulletin Board

Put a large tree in the midSle of a bulletin board.

Hie flowers

that grow from the tree are the children's poems. Label the board "Gome
read our Poet Tree."

1-12

Tafc Vpr.qe

First and last lines rhyme.

Second and fifth lines rhyme.
Third and fourth lines rhyme.

Syllables: (8, 3, 7, 7, 3, 8)

Sairple:

Little house, so pretty and small
Resting there.

I wonder how long you'll last
You have a very old past

Sitting there,

I don't think you will ever fall

ClerihfiW

A man named Edmund Clerihew Bentley invented these humorous poems
in the form of quatrains.

Sample:

When Sandy Green came down the path,
Uie wind blew away her homework, pages of math.

Sie ran after it far and near.
Don't worry, Teacher, she'll be back next year.
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Vignettes

Represents genuine emotion.
Syllables: (2, 4, 4, 6, 7, 3)

Sanple:

Parrots
Can talk like us

They can whistle.

Parrots are expensive
Birds and I have one myself.
He's all mine!

Pensees

5 lines

syllables (2, 4, 7, 8, 6)

Sairple:

Silent

Bright watching birds

Preening beautiful feathers

Blue-vdiite and scarlet, red and gleam
Of clean feathers shining.

1-14

PiaTmnl-f (Diamond) PnAms

Written in the shape of a diamond, Ihe first word and the last
word are opposites such as: Hot and cold, rich and poor, new and old,

fast and slow, happy and sad. There are seven lines in a diamante.
Each line has its own requirement.

Line 1 one-word subject: noun, qpposite of word in last line.
2 two words: adjectives describing subject in first line.

3 three words: participles: -ing -ed words about subject in
first line.

4 fcHjr words: nouns about subject in first and last lines.
5 three words: participles: -ing -ed words about subject in
last line.

6 two words: adjectives describing subject in last line.
7 one-word subject: noun—opposite of word in first line.

Sample:

boy
rough, dirty

running, falling, chasing

football, baseball, dolls, jacks

dancing, flirting, smiling
sweet, clean

girl

1-15

rinqiiain

Oriental pattern; Cinq iteans 5 in French; Fragile, nature verse
Syllables:

Sairples:

(2, 4, 6, 8, 2) - 5 lines

Quiet
Is the river

Lonely and deserted
Fishermen have made their catches
Once more

I see

The bird lying
In the crispy, white snow

Awake again iry little bird
Awake

Chain CinauainR

Combine several Cinguains

Syllables: (2, 4, 6, 8, 1)

Sample:

I
Poor skunk
You smell so bad

Then get mad easily
And the poor man who nakes you mad
Sure smells
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II

Your stripe
Down your black back

Is how to know a skunk

If you don't, you will be smelling
So-o-o bad
Hexaduad Verse Form

Kiymed Couplets

Syllables: (2,2, 6,6, 8,8, 4,4, 6,6, 4,4)

Sample:

cygnus

Swan bird

Song heard

Seldom seen on the irarsh.
Careful goose's give harsh

Honking sounds, and alarming cry.
For muted birds which will not try
To sing alone.

Coot's odd, long moan

Revealed the nesting place
Pale cygnus in such grace

Cluster of light
Oh what a night

1-17

rampn Pnrm

Pictured scenes. A rise and fall of mood as feeling builds up to
eight syllables on a line and then decreases.

Syllables: (2, 5, 8, 3, 8, 1, 2)

Saiiple:

Running Away
Small deer

Rustling in the grass
So young to leave, it is scared and

Runs hard by

Ihe bushes and trees so swiftly
Until it reaches safety
All gone

Oh please
Come back little deer

I wouldn't hurt you for any

Hiing I like

You, for you are very pretty
Come back

I hate

To see you go far
For you will get hurt in the woods
Please, oh please

I will miss you so very much

1-18

Wild animals are by
He's gone

Tercet

3 lines, rhymed or unrhymed; all of the lines have the same rhythm
and length.

Sample:

Hie trapeze la<^ mounts the high wire.
Graceful and dazzling in shiny attire,

A sure-footed artist climbing higher and higher.

4-tinP Pnom

4 similar ending words that rhyme.

Sample:

I once knew this fake

Who wanted to try to make

A fabulous, fantastic cake
But somehow it wouldn't bake.

1-19

Ballad

A ballad tells a story, without anotion. Ballads used to be sung,
and many have a refrain repeated after each verse,

Sanple:

Jack came home one evening.
Set his lunch bucket down by the sink.

He glanced at the breakfast dishes.
Saw blood that had dried black as ink.

Lai Verse

Line 1-5 ^llables.

Line 2-5 syllables, last word rhymes with #1.
Line 3-2 syllables - a new rhyme.

Line 4 - 5 syllables - last word rhymes with #1 and #2.
Line 5 - 5^llables - Words rhyme with #1, #2, #4.

Line 6-2 ^llables - rhymes with line 3.
Line 7^ 5^llables - rhymes with #1, #2, #4, #5.

Line 8-5 syllables - rhymes with #1, #2, #4, #5, #7.
Line 9 - 2 ^llables - rhymes with #3 and #6.

Like Solving a puzzle, i^ropriate subject and mood which is
rhythmical.

Select definite objects like flowers, birds, etc.
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Sairple:

A caljn lake at night

Is a lovely sight
So mute

Some white birds in flight
Came out in the light
Don't shoot

Ihe birds were so white

Which flew with mad fright
Hie brute

Free Verse

This poetry follows no regular, metrical pattern, nor recurrence of
stress.

Sanple;

Vanishing Beauty

The towering pink flower hanging

From the tall green-leaved branches brushing
Its petals clustering close together

Soon they will wither and die. Hie night
Winds will blow them to the ground

Not to be seen again, until next ^ring
When flowers bloom.
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rf)1nr Poem

^ink of a color. I^ok around and find the color in many places.
List the places and your poon will begin to write itself.
To motivate:

1. Eat a starburst that is the color you want to write about.
2. Hake a sguiggle drawing and color in hot or cold colors.

3. Hake foodcolor dip and <tye pictures.

Sanple:

Green is like fresh grass, sparkling with

dew in the morning.
Green is like the smell of a pine tree.

Green is grass blowing in a meadow.

Namp PnfiTnS

You can describe yourself, make up a humorous poem about yourself,
or even tell a story.

Sannple:

T

Timothy

I

Imaginative

H

HeChanical

O

Organized

T

Truthful

H

Happy

Y

Young
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T.iinpri^k

Sing-song verse with a special rhythm. Lines 1, 2, 5 rhyme. Lines
3t 4 rhyme.

Saiiple:

®here once was a girl named Colleen
Who was always so doggone mean.
One day someone said,
"I'm gonna knock you on the head."
And ever since then she's serene.

Didachir Couplets

Wast tell a message. Last 2 words of each line rhymes.

Sample;

You will never be a fool,

If you always go to school.

Cliche

Make tp a new cliche.

Samples:

As old as the hills
As slow as a turtle

As stiff as a board
As round as a ball

As vAiite as a ghost
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As black as night

As clear as glass
As dead as a doornail
As dumb as an ox

As sly as a fox
As stuttoorn as a mule

Slogans

Make up a slogan for a bumper sticker from Mars.

Sanples:

America, Love it or leave it.

Smile if you love America.

Love your land, don't pollute.
It's 55

Reagan Country
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gi^ryoy

[Yes IIn A Way
1.

I think I am smart.

2. I can do things by ityself.

3. I am good at things,

4. I like to write stories.

5.

I like to read books.

6. I like to read other children's stories.

7. When writing stories, it's best to spend

several days inproving it and then recoj^
it*

8. I like when others read iry stories.

9. I am a good reader.

10. I can make up good stories.

NO

J-4

Weekly Checklist Sanple
has performed as follows for the week of
Homework Coirpleted Yes

No

Classwork Coitpleted Yes

No

Behavior Good

Okay

Poor

Please sign this checklist saying you have looked over these papers.
Thank you.

Colleen Nagle
Signature

has performed as follows for the week of

Homework Coitpleted

Yes

Classwork Conpleted Yes
Behavior Good

GBcay

No

NO.
Poor

Please sign this checklist saying you have looked over these papers.
Thank you.

Colleen Nagle
Signature
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